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Glossary of termR used 

I 
Test' will refer to the analysis of the level of a single component 

e.g. sodium,in the blood or other body fluid. 

Specimen: Specimen will refer to a single sample of blood or other body 

fluid. It is possible to carry out from one to many tests on 

a given specimen. 

Profile: Profile will refer to a range of tests carried out on the same 

specimen usually for a single medical purpose. A 'general profile' 

may include up to twenty commonly performed tests and is not aimed 

at investigating a particular medical condition but results may 

gi ve a pic ture of the patients general heal th. 

Analyser: This is a general termreferrring to any mechanized equipment which 

measures one or more chemical components of a body fluid. 
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Summary 

The 'demand for clinical laboratory services has grown enormously over the 

past decade. This study seeks to identify some of the factors contributing 

to this growth and in doing so to describe the operations of three general 

hospita 1 1 aboratories. Due to time constraints the study has largely been 

confined to the area of .biochemistry. 

The main body of the study describes in some detail the workings of three 

clinical laboratories under the general headings of workload, staff, 

automation and expenditure. The future development of the laboratory, 

services in the hospitals included is also discussed. 

Chapter 4 develops many of the points arising from the investigation and 

identifies the major causal factors in rising demand and increased costs. 

It would appear that rising demand for tests is not caused by a single 

dominant factor. However the more important influences suggested are 

increased automation and the poor communication between doctors and 

1 abora tori es. 

The last chapter sets'out the major recommendations regarding the control 

of demand and costs. 
, , 

Recommendations are put forward on the subjects of 

staff, automation, cost control and .centralization. 
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Introduction 

The past fifteen years have seen a very significant growth in 

the demand for pathology services bearing. no relation to the 

growth in numbers of patients being examined or treated by the 

medical services. The causes of the greatly increased demand 

are not immediately obvious. It is claimed however that 

increased use of the pathology services has contributed to 

more efficient, more. effective, patient therapy with a resultant 

all round improvement in the standards of health care and treatment 

of disease. Growth in the pathology area has tended to 

substantially outpace the Health Services in general. In the 

US during the mid to late seventies the average annual increase 

in the cost of clinical laboratories was 14.6% while that for 

Hea~th expenditure in general was approximately 10%; about 

half of the former increase has been attributed to increased 

workload. In the UK the story has beeh very similar and it 

has been noted in both countries that the increased workload 

bears no relation to increases in patient numbers. In the ~K 

for example during the mid-seventies the average annual increase 

in workload i.e. tests carried out, was in the region of 20% 

while average annual increase in patient numbers was of the 

order of 5%. In Ireland's case statistics are quite scant 

in this area, however there is evidence that development of 

pathology services in this country lagged behind the 'J Sand 

the UK somewhat with the result that the mid to late seventies 

saw a very rapid expansion of this area e.g. from 1979 to 1981 

the average annual increase in the non-pay costs of the pathology 

services in Ireland was a massive 36.8%. 

Concern ab'out· the rapid growth in the size and cost of pathology 

services has been felt worldwide and numerous studies have been 

carried out, particularly in the US and the UK, which attempt to 

identify the causes and suggest methods of bringing the growth 

under control. In recognition.of the importance of this problem 

of increased laboratory costs an international symposium was 

recently convened (April 1982) in Barcelona, Spain to discuss 

the subject of cost analysis in laboratories~ Among the factors 
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proposed to be instrumental in the growth of laboratory 
, : .. ~~ 

servic'~k;r ". "'; 

were the following (i) increased automation in laboratories 

(ii) greater emphas is on use of laboratory services for doctors)· 

in training (iii) move from problem-oriented to data-oriented ',,: 

investigations by physicians (iv) greatly expanded range of 

tests offered by laboratories (v) fear of litigation on part 

of doctors (vi) poor communication between clinicians and 
" 

laboratory personnel. 

In Ireland the unavailability of basic data on the pathology 

services has not helped in attempts to monitor growth or to 

plan effectively for the future development of the services. 

More particularly information is scant on the exact nature of 

the service being provided and the major factors contributing 

to the growth in costs. 

Given the dearth of information on pathology in Ireland the 

'Planning U ni t of the I:epartment of Health commissioned this 

study the primary purpose of which would be to examine the 

growth in demand for laboratory tests and to identify ways 

of controlling that growth. In addition the study has a 

descriptive function in that it will examine the workings of 

three laboratories in detail and from the data gathered during 

this exercise will attempt to isolate the major causes of 

increasing demand and burgeoning costs. The three laboratories 
• 

are described under four major headings which include workload, 

staff, automation and expendi.ture. The future development of 

the laboratory services in the three participating hospitals is 

also discussed .. (Please see following section for a fuller 

description of how the study was carried. out). 



4. 
Survey and Data Collection ~Iethods 

As stated in the introduction this study is seen as very much a 

pilot investigation in this area. Due to time constraints and the 
, 

very complex na'ture of the pathology service it was necessary to 
I 

limit the 'study in some respects: 

(i) pathology constitutes a range of scientific disciplines of 

which there are four major ones and two or three minor ones. It was 

generally agreed that only one of the major disciplines could be 

tackled satisfactorily for the purposes of the study. Biochemistry 

(Clinical Chemistry) was chosen for a number of reasons. Firstly it 

is the most highly developed of the laboratory divisions both in 

terms of test ranges and mechanization of tests. Secondly it is the 

most costly of all the laboratory areas. Lastly it was felt 

strongly since it is the most advanced of the disciplines that many 

of the findings in relation to biochemistry would also apply in the 

other disciplines. with some qualifications. either at present or in 

the future. 

(ii) The .laboratories of just three hospitals were selected and 

asked to participate in the study. The hospitals concerned are St. 

Vincents Hospital. Dublin. St. James Hospital. Dublin and Our Lady's 

Hospital. Navan; the study confined itself strictly to the 

Biochemistry Laboratores in the case of the first two hospitals 

.while in the case of the third all pathology disciplines were 

included; pathology in Our Lady's Hospital. Navan is operated 

as a single unit and is not divided into separate laboratories a~ is 

the case in the two ~arger hospitals. 

The main work of the study involved a comprehensive statistical 

survey of the three laboratories included in the investigation. 

This survey was carried out under four separate headings as 

fOllows: 

(i) \'lorkload: for each laboratory a sampl e cons isting of a full 

months tests during 1983 was broken down under numbers and types of 

tests carried out. numbers of specimens received in the laboratory 

and the sources of requests. In the case of Our Lady's Hospital. 

Navan it was necessary to take February 1984 as the sample month 
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since records for 1983 were imcomplete. The study also looks at 

gross changes in test numbers over the five year period up to 1984. 

Lastly a brief look is taken at specimen numbers sent to outside 

laboratories for spec iali.sed tests. In Chapter 4 all aspects of 

workload are discussed in detail with reference to the findings in 

the various laboratories. 

(ii) Staff: The study records the numbers and grades of staff 

working in all of the laboratories and discu~ses likely future 

trends and needs in this area. 

(iii) Automation/rlechanization: The extent of mechanization is 

recorded and discussed as are the likely future developments 

relating to laboratory technology. 

(iv) Costs: The 1983 expenditure for each of the laboratories is 

examined and broken down. Laboratory costs are discussed in detail 

in Chapter 4. 



I 

I 

CHAPTER 1 

St. VINCENT's HOSPITAL 



6. 
St Vincents Hospital 

St. Vincent~ Hospital. Elm Park. Dublin is a large general hospital 

covering all of the major medical disciplines and providing a well 

developed rangti of ancilliary services including x-ray. dietetics. 

physiotherapy and a highly advanced pathology service. The hospital 

has 500 patient 'beds and during 1983 admitted a total of 18.997 

patients and performed 14.792 operations. In addition a further 

63.989 patients attended the Out-Patients Department and 58.164 

patients were treated in the Accident/Emergency Department during 

the same year. The hospital complex also houses a Private Nursing 

Home providing accommodation for private patients. and a Consultants 

Private Clinic where consultant doctors can see private out

patients. 

The pathology Department comprises laboratories representing all the 

major pathology disciplines including biochemistry. haematology • 
• 

microbiology. blood transfusion. immunology and histology. In 

addition to the central pathology laboratories the hospital also 

possesses highly specialised laboratories in endocrinology and 

nuclear medicine while an additional biochemistry laboratory is 

attached to the Renal !1etabolic Unit. As mentioned in the previous 

section this study interested itself in the biochemistry 

laboratories only. TIEse included the Routine Biochemistry Laboratory 

which is part of the Central Pathology Department. the Endocrinology 

Laboratory also affiliated to the central Pathology Department and 

the separately run Nuclear !-1edicine Laboratory and Hetabolic Unit 

Laboratory. See Figure 1. 

Specimens are sent for testing to these laboratories from a, number 

of sources which include (i) the general hospital wards (including 

the Accident/Emergency Department) (ii) the Out-Patients Department 

(iii) the Private Nursing Home (iv) Consultants Private Clinic (v) 

General Practitioners (vi) St. Josephs Unit which is an 

independently run medical unit not attached to the hospital but 

which is permitted access to the pathology services and (vii) other 

hospitals. 

The following sections will describe the four biochemistry 

laboratories of St. Vincents Hospital in turn under the headings of 

workload. staff. automation and costs. 
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St. VINCENT's HOSPITAL 

St. Vincent's Hospital Pathology 1 ~ 0",,, L,bont,,'" 

Biochemistry Laboratories 

/ 
,f 

Routine Laboratory 

Nuclear Medicine 
Laboratory 

~edical Stanning 
Unit 

\ 
\t 

Endocri no logy Labora tory 

Metabolic Unit· 
Labora tory 

I~ 
. 

Renal Metabolic 
Unit 

Biochemistry 
Labora tori es 

FIGURE 1: Organisation of St. Vincent's Hospital Biochemistry Laboratories 
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1.1 Routine Biochemistry Laboratory 

The Routine Biochemistry Laboratory is part of the central 

pathology unit of the hospital and is responsible for all of 

the routine biochemical analyses. The laboratory offers a 

full service five days a week from 9.30 -a.m. to 5.30 p.m. and 

on Saturday mornings until 1.00 p.m. Outside of these hours the 

laboratory provides an emergency service only. 

1.1.1 \lorkload 

The full range of tests carried out by the laboratory numbers 

40 in total, and just 9 of these are made available as an 

emergency service. 

Over the past decade or so this laboratory has evolved from 

being a comparatively small laboratory offering a limited 

service and performing mostly manual tests to its present 

position of being a highly mechanized laboratory providing a 

comprehensive range of analyses and employing a sizeable 

staff. As with most clinical laboratories growth in test 

numbers was rapid during the early and mid-seventies with the 

introduction of new tests and the mechanization of tests 

generally. Since then the rate of growth has slowed 

somewhat. Table 1.1 shows the increases in test numbers from 

1979 to 1983. 

Table 1.1 Test numbers of Routine Biochemistry Laboratory 

Year Number of Tests % annual increase 

1979 234604 

1980 271261 15.6 

1981 286503 5.6 

1982 290755 1.5 

1983 330418 13.6 

The table shows that over the five year period test numbers 

have increased each year though not at a very consistent 

rate. It is interesting to speculate that the two 

greatest jumps i.e. 'between 1979 and 1980 and between 1982 and 
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1983, are related to the acquisition of mechanization by this 

laboratory: its two largest analysers, the Centrifichem and the 

IL 508 which between them process more than half of the total:: 
-I"A 

test numbers, were acquired in the late seventies and in 198·~": 
.1. ·,-.,11 

respectively. The relationship between mechanization and .;.: ... " 

overall test numbers will be discussed i~ detail in Chapter :'4 .. 

Total numbers of tests are only part of the story and to 

achieve a fuller picture of the workload it is necessary to 

examine how the test numbers are distributed over the. range of 

tests carried out in the laboratory. For this purpose a 

sample month was chosen in 1983 and the monthly workload data 

was broken down by test name to show the number of each test 

performed during the month. The month of November was chosen 

because November is reckoned to be a typical average month not 

normally showing seasonal highs or lows. Table 1.2 gives a 

limited breakdown showing the ten most commonly requested tes~ 

during November 1983 and their relative percentages of the 

total monthly workload in terms of test numbers. 

arranged in order of decreasing numbers requested. 

'L'he tests· are 

Table 1.2 Breakdown of test numbers by test name for Routine 

Laboratory (November 1983) 

Test No. Requested % of Total Test Nos 

1. Urea 

2. Sodium 

3. Potassium 

4. Chloride 

5. Bicarbonate 

6. Glucose 

7. Alk. Phosphatase 

8. Total Protein 

9. Albumin 

3590 

3563 

3563 

3563 

·3563 

1778 

1318 

1215 

1210 

10. Bilirubin 1183 

11. Others (approx. 30 tests) 7273 

Total 31819 

11. 3 

11. 2 

11. 2 

11.2 

11.2 

5.6 

4.1 

3.8 

3.8 

3.7 

22.9 

100.0 
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It is obvious from the above that the distribution of test ":. 

requests is very skewed with the top five tests in the table 

making up 56.1% of the total test nos. while the bottom 30 

tests (others) amount to just 22.9% of the full months 

workload. 

Although 'workload' will be described and expressed in terms 

of test numbers throughout this study a true expression of 

workload would necessarily involve taking into account the 

equipment and methods used for each test because the time and 

labour inVOlved can vary greatly from one test to another and 

',,-

from one method to another. The whole question of accurate 

workload estimation will be discussed in Chapter 4, Section 

1. .However as an illustration of the point tests 2 to 5 in 

Table 1.2 should. properly be interpreted as a single test 

since they are carried out as a single automated process and 

are almost always requested as one test. by doctors, under the 

name 'electrolytes'. 

In addition to examining the workload data in relation to 

overall distribution of test numbers a further breakdown was 

made of test numbers on the basis of the sources of the test 

requests in order to arrive 

the origin of the workload. 

at a general picture regarding 

Table 1.3 shows the 

distribution pattern of requests for the tests from Table 1.2 

from the following sou·rces: hospital wards, Out-Patients 

Dept., Private Nursing Home (including the Consultants 

Private Clinic), St. Josephs Unit and external sources 

(predominantly General Practioners but includes a small 

number of requests from other hospitals). 

Table 1.3: BreakdON!'l of test· oos. by source for Routine Laboratory 
(November 1983) 
I ' 

Test I\~ards O.P.D. 
I 

1. Urea 12916 
2. Sodium 12912 
3. Potasium 12912 
4. Chloride 12912 
5. Bicarbonate 12912 
6. Glucose 11193 
7. Alk. Phosphatase/ 839 
8. Total Protein / 836 
9. Albumin / 830 
10. Bilirubin I 805 
11.Otllers (approx. /5234 

30 tests) / 

247 
246 
246 
246 
246 
261 
194 
158 
158 
151 
844 

P.N.H. 
(inc!. c. P.C) 

. 264 
255 
255 
255 
255 
225 
134 
100 
102· 
102 
549 

Test Nos. 
St. Josephs External 

Unit 
~ 

61 
61 
61 
61 

5 
60 
54 
53 
53 

203 

102 
89 
89 
89 
89 
94 
91 
67 
67 
72 

441 

Totals 

3590 
3563 
3563 
3563 
3563 
1778 
1318 
1215 
1210 
1183 
7273 

Totals 124301 2997 2496 733 1292 31819 
% of Total / 76.4 9.4 7.8 

[Note: O.P.D. - Out-Patl.ents Departrrent; P.N.H. ~ 
C.P.C. = Consultants Priyate Clinic]. 

2.3 4.1 /100.0 
PrLvate Nursing Hame' 
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Table 1.3 shows that the test ordering patterns are largely 

similar for all sources. However. there are variations as one 

might expect since the clinical conditions being treated and 

'; ~: ., ,~ 
. ,\r , -, 
'I·.}.J~ 

consequently the tests required will vary from source to source. ,' .. 

For example. only a small number of glucose tests originate from 

St. Joseph's Unit indicating either (i) the Unit has its own 

glucose testing facilities or (ii) the Unit treats only a small 

number of diabetics. More importantly the Table shows the 

proportions of the total test numbers originating from each 

source which gives an indication of the relative importance of 

each of the sources in terms of the laboratory workload. 

',':.: 

A further comparison often found very useful in clinical 

laboratories is that between specimen numbers and test numbers. 

For each specimen of blood. urine etc. received in the laboratory 

for analysis there may be from one to eight or more tests 

requested on the specimen ratio. It has been found in other 

studies of this subject that test to specimen ratio is influenced 

especially by the degree and type of mechanization in the 

laboratory. This point will be developed in Chapter 4. The 

specimens received iri the Routine Biochemistry Laboratory during 

November 1983 were counted and compared with the test numbers from 

all sources. The results are depicted in Table 1.4. 

Table 1.4: Comparison of Test and Specimen Numbers for Routine 

Laboratory (November 1983) 

• St . 
Josephs Other 

Source ~Iards O.P.D. P,N.H. C.P.C Unit G.P.s Hospitals Totals I 
Test Nos. 12430112997 11988 I 508 I 733 11187 I 105 I 31819 I 
% of Total I 76.41 9.4 I 6.2 I 1.6 I 2.3 13.7 I 0.3 I 100.0 I 
Specimen Hosl 60581 906 I 630 I 143 I 175 1383 I 35 I 8330 I 
%. of Total I 72.7110.9 I 7.6 I 1.7 I 2.1 14.6 I 0.4 I 100.0 I 
Test/ I I I I I I 1 1 1 

Specimen 1 4.01 3.3 1 3.1 1 3.6 1 4.2 13.1 1 3.0 3.8 1 

Ratio I' J I 3.2 I I I I I 

'. 
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[Note: O.P.D. = Out Patients Department: P.N.H. = Private 

Nursing Horne: C.P.C. = Consultants Private Clinic: G.P.s = 
General Practitioners. The range of sources has been 

I . 

extended to ~ive the breakdown between P.N.H. and C.P.C. and 

between G.P.s and other hospitals] 

If the percentage of the total test numbers is compared with 

the percentage of the total specimen numbers for each individual 

source the variations are seen to be quite minor. This 

comparison is better expressed as .a test/specimen ratio giving 

the average number of tests per specimen (see bottom row). One 

might expect this to vary somewhat between sources on the basis 

that patient conditions vary greatly from one source to the 

next. For instance the greatest number of ?cute conditions are 

to be found in the main hospital (wards) while least severe 

conditions are likely to be found among out-patients. The fact 

that. the variation in the ratio of test/specimen numbers is low 

between sources is evidence that this ratio is somewhat 

independent of clinical factors and may be dictated by the 

nature of the service offered by the laboratory. In the case 

of St Vincents by far the commonest tests ordered by doctors 

are tests 1-5 in Tables 1.2 and 1.3: this group of tests is 

usually ordered as one test commonly referred to as 'urea and 

electrolytes'. Since this group make up a very significant 

percentage of the total test numbers for all sources (see Tables 

1.3 and 1.4) they will obviously have a very strong influence on 

test/specimen ratios. A further point about this particular 

group of tests is 'that it may be requested in a wide variety of 

clinical situations which explains the way Table 1.3 is dominated 

by these tests in the case of all five sources. 

1.1. 2 Staff 

The Routine Biochemistry Laboratory carries a staff 

complement of sixteen with a fairly even mix of biochemists 

and technical grad~s. In addition, the laboratory employs 
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one Laboratory Aide and one Clerk Typist. The numbers and 

grades of the staff working in this laboratory are as 

follows: 

1 Top Grade .Biochemist 1 Chief Technologist 
.. 

1 Senior Biochemist 1 Technologist 

2 Basic Grade Biochemists 1 Senior Grade Technician 

1 Laboratory Attendant 6 Basic Grade Technicians 

1 Clerk Typist 1 Student Grade Technician 

1.1.3. Automation/Mechanization 

. ".' 

The level of mechanization in the Routine Biochemistry 

Laboratory would probably be considered about average for the 

size of the laboratory and the numbers of analyses performed 

annually. The major items of equipment and their involvement 

in the processing of tests are documented in Table 1.5 

below. 

Table 1.5 llechanisation of Routine Biochemi stry Laboratory 

Equipment 

lL 508 Analyser 

Beckman Glucose 

Analyser 

Centrifichem 

Analyser 

• 

LKB Reaction Rate 

Analyser 

Fully 11anual Tests 

Totals 

No of· tests 

for which 

instrument 

is used 

5 

1 

9 

6 

19 

40 

Actual no of 

tests performed 

on instrument 

during Nov 1983 

17842 

1778 

7168 

3212 

1819 

31819 

% of Nov 

1983 

Test Nos 

56.1 

5.6 

22.5 

10.1 

5.7 

100.0 
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1.1.4 Expenditure: The 1983 costs of the Routine Biochemistry 

in some detail and expenditure was Laboratory were examined 

divided into a number of 

a breakdown. 

categories. The following table gives 

Table 1.6 Expenditure of Routine Laboratory during 1983 

Category £ % of Total 

1. Reagents/Chemicals/Kits 76963.02 24.0 

2. Glassware/Plastics 1729.32 0.5 

3. Disposable Items 8582 .. 55 2.7 

4. Hajor Pathology Equipment 9211.64 2.9 

5 . 1·li scellaneous Expenditure 11457.26 3.6 

6. Office Equipment/Stationery 7982.15 2.5 

7. I'lages/Salaries 204555.88 63.8 

Total 320481.82 100.0 

Note on composition of cost categories 

1. Reagents/Chemicals/Kits: includes the cost of all 

chemicals, kits, standard solutions and quality control sera 

2. Glassware/Plastics:- includes all,non-disposable pathology 

apparatus such as glassware, plastic containers etc. 

3. Disposable items:- includes all disposable materials such as 

plastic tubes, specimen containers, cotton wool, tissues, 

disposable ~loves etc. 

4. lIajor Pathology Equipment:- includes all items of equipment 

costing in excess of £1,000 per item. 

5. lliscellaneous Expenditure:- includes all pathology expenses 

not included in categories 1-4 e.g. equipment service 

contracts, spare parts, transport costs. The major cost 

element in this category would be maintenance of and repairs 

to equipment. 

6. Office Equipment/stationery:- includes all stationery and 

. printing costs and computer costs where a computer is in use. 
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7. ~lages/Salaries:-' includes all payments to staff listed in 

section (ii); both basic salaries and emergency service 

allowances. 

It is quite obvious that wages and salaries constitute the 

dominant cost element making up 63.8% of the total costs for 

while chemicals lie.second making up 24.0%. The proportion of 

total costs taken up by the remaining categories is relatively low 

each being well below 5% of the total. 

1.2 Endocrinology Laboratory 

The Endocrinology Laboratory was set up originally in 1978 under 

the guidance of the Consultant Endocrinologist. The laboratory, 

although situated quite a distance in the hospital from the main 

laboratory complex, works quite closely with the Routine 

Biochemistry Laboratory. The Endocrinology Laboratory operates 

similar hours to the Routine Laboratory but since the tests it 

carries out are never of an urgent nature, it does not provide an 

emergency service outside of normal working hours. However the 

staff of the Endocrinology Laboratory do share the emergency 

service rota of the Routine Laboratory. 

1.2.1 I'lorkload: The Endocrinology Laboratory is a highly specialized 

laboratory, routinely carrying out a range of 10 different 

assays, all of which are of steroid hormones. The range of 

tests offered by the laboratory has expanded somewhat since its 

foundation and in addition some assays provided formerly are now 

no longer carried 

with a relatively 

out on a routine basis. As might be expected 

young specialized laboratory its workload has 

increased at quite a rapid pace since its foundation and as yet 

shows little sign of stabilisation. Table 1.6 shows total test 

numbers from 1979 to 1983. 

Table 1.6 
Year 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Test numbers 
No. of tests 

1490 
2609 
35e)1 
4014 
4921 

of Endocrinology Laboratory 
% annual increase 

75.1 
37.3 
12.1 
22.6 
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As may be seen from the above table the annual growth over the 

past five years "has been· very high. The avera'Je annual 

percentage increase is 36.8%, four times the corresponding figure 

for the routine laboratory. There are a number of causal factors 

involved lin this growth. Firstly it is a fairly young 

laboratory still in its developmental stages; secondly doctors 

tend to make use of specialised analyses, such as this laboratory 

provides, much more often now than they used; thirdly quite a 

substantial proportion of the laboratory's workload originates 

outside the hospital as may be seen from the following table. 

Table 1. 7: Breakdown of Monthly \;'orkload of Endocrinology 

laboratory 

Source Test nos.* % of Total Test nos. Specimen Nos· 

~lards 

O.P.D 

Nursing Home 

C.P,C. 

St. Josephs Unit 

G.P. 

Other Hospitals 

Total 

114 

114 

3 

33 

3 

143 

410 

27.8 40 

27.8 45 

0.7 1 

8.0 14 

0.7 1 

35.0 117 

100.0 218 

*Note: All figures are monthly averages of the total workload for 

1983 

As shown here 35.0% of the monthly workload is sent in from 

outside hospitals and if the other out-patient sources are added 

(O.P.D., C.P.C. and G.P., the total percentage of th~ workload 

arising from patients not resident in the hospital comes to 

71.5%. This figure compares with a corresponding figure of 

17.3% for the Routine Biochemistry Laboratory. 

1.2.2 Staff: The Endocrinology Laboratory employs a staff of 4 who 

are officially responsible to the Top Grade· Biochemist in the 

Routine Biochemistry Laboratory. The grades are as follows 

1 Senior Grade Biochemist 

1 Technologist 

1 Basic Grade Technician 

1 Clerk .Typist 
! 
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1.2.3 Automation/llechanization 

The laboratory is a highly manual one due to the complex nature 

of the analyses carried out. The size and range of the 

workload do not render the work conducive to automation. As a 

result the tests are more labour intensive than the Routine 

Laboratory. The single piece of major equipment in use in the 

laboratory at present is a scintillation counter. This, it is 

hoped, will soon be replaced by a more modern, more effective 

gamma counter. 

1.2.4 Expenditure: 

The 1983 expenditure of the Endocrinology Laboratory was 

examined in some detail and broken down along the same lines as 

was done for the Routine Biochemistry Laboratory; see following 

table. 

Table 1.8: Expenditure of Endocrinology Laboratory during 1983 

Category* £ % of Total Costs 

1. Reagents/Chemicals/Kits 8470.36 12.5 

2. Glassware/Plastics 5865.09 8.6 

3. Disposable items. 785.53 1.2 

4. rlajor Pathology Equipment 

5. lliscellaneous Expenditure 6662.12 9.8 

6. Office Equipment/Stationery 408.23 0.6 

7. \~ages/Salaries 45688.08 67.3 

Total 67879.41 100.0 

*See Section on Routine Biochemistry Laboratory for description 

of cost categories. 

Again it can be seen that labour costs are the dominant cost 

. element with wages making up 67.3% of the total.expenditure. As ,-, 
expected, since this is a less automated area than the routine 

laboratory, the labour costs are slightly higher iQ proportion 

to the total. Interestingly the proportion spent on chemicals 

etc. is approximately half of that spent by the Routine 

Laboratory; the reason for this is not immediately apparent but 

to a large extent is probably due to the relatively larger 

number of reagent kits and the greater amount of quality control 

sera used by the Routine Laboratory. 
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1.3 Nuclear rledicine Laboratory 

This laboratory was set up in the early 1970's under the 

direction of a consultant physician attached to the Scanning 

Uni t. The laboratory provides a specialized serv.ice in the 

analysis of serum components (mostly non-steroid hormones) 

which were not at the time covered by the Routine 

Biochemistry Laboratory, nor subsequently by the Endocrinology 

Laboratory. The laboratory carries out approximately 20 

different tests. There is no direct link between this 

laboratory and the Routine Biochemistry Laboratory and the 

staff are not answerable to the Top Grade Biochemist in the 

Routine Laboratory; neither do they participate in the 

emergency service.operated by the Routine Laboratory. The 

Nuclear Iledicine Laboratory does not provide its own emergency 

service because of the non-urgent nature of the tests. 

1.3.1 ~Iorkload 

The workload of the Nuclear "edicine Laboratory was examined 

over the past five years and total nos. of tests were 

compared. The Nuclear rledicine Laboratory is a fairly well 

established laboratory only deriving a fairly small 

proportion of its workload from outside hospitals. It might 

be expected then that the growth of its workload might be 

steady. It was found that over the five year period 

examined the annual workload showed no trend towards growth, 

with upward and downward movements from year to year as can be 

seen in the following table. 

Table 1.9 Test nos. of Nuclear r·ledicine Laboratory 

Year Total 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

nos of Tests 

32,587 

24,559 

22,224 

28,002 

26,024 

% annual Increase 

-24.6 

-9.5 

26.0 

-7.1 

If the average percentage increase is calculated the result 

is -3.8% showing a slight downward trend in the number of 

tests carried out. However the decrease is not large enough 

:,:." 
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to be signific.ant so that ,in the near future it mIght be 

expected that the test nos. would remain in and around the 

19B3 level., 
i 
i 

The workload for November 1983 was broken down on the same 

lines as for the previous two laboratories i.e. on the basis 

of source of request. 

Table 1.10: Breakdown of tlonthly Horkload for Nuclear 

Medicine Laboratory (November 1983) 

Source Test Nos. % of Total Test nos. Specimen Nos 

Wards 1218 52.5 564 

O.P.D. 504 21. 7 283 

Nursing Home 100 4.3 67 

C.P.C. 106 4.6 72 

St. Josephs Unit 16 0.7 11 

G. P. 287 12.4 235 

,Other Hospitals B7 3.B 65 

Total 231B 100.0 1297 

It is interesting to note from this table that the p'ercen'tage 

of the workload coming from hospital wards is 52.5%; this 

compares with a corresponding figure of 73.7% for the Routine 

Biochemistry Laboratory and 27.B% for the Endocrinology 

Laboratory. At the other end of the table it may be seen 

that 3.B% of the'monthly workload is sent in from outside 

hospitals; again this compares with 0.4% for the Routine 

Biochemistry Laboratoty and 35.0% for EndocrinologY. 

1.3.2 Staff 

The Nuclear l1edicine Laboratory employs a staff complement of 

four including the following grades. 

1 Senior Biochemist 

2 Basic Grade Biochemists 

1 Laboratory Aide. 

--
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1.3.3. Automation/rlechanization 

;'.:- :- :. 

As wi th the Endocr inology Labora tory the analys es per formecl:~ 
, . :,i 

in Nuclear lledicine are manual in nature, although they ar~ ',th 
. , "; , , ~. 

not quite as labour intensive. All of the tests are based .on 

radio immunoassay kits and mechanization is l'imited to a 

single gamma counter. 

1.3.4 Expenditure 

" 

As was done for the two previously described, laboratories, th.e 

Nuclear rledicine expenditure for 1983 was broken down and 

examined using the same headings as follows: 

Table 1.11 Expenditure of Nuclear lledicine Laboratory during 

1983 

Category £ % of Total Costs 

1- Reagents/Chemicals/Kits 92802.73 51.6 

2. Glassware/Plastics 5903.61 3.3 

3. Disposable Items 2672.74 1.5 

4. Ilajor Pathology Equipment 

5. 11i scellaneous Expenditure 19026.75 10.6 

6. Office Equipment/Stationery 7939.23 4.4 

7. I'lages/Salaries 51381. 52 28.6 

Total 179726.58 100.0 

Again wages and salaries make up a significant proportion of 

the total but for this laboratory they are quite definitely 

overshadowed by the proportion taken up by Reagents etc. The 

main reason for this is that all of the tes~are based on the 

use of specially prepared reagents supplied as kits;'these kits 

tend to be very expensive and for a laboratory of the size of 

Nuclear Medicine there is no alternative but to purchase the 

chemicals in kit form since the number of tests carried out 

would not make it feasible to acquire or even prepare any ,of 

these reagents in bulk. 
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1.4 Metabolic Unit Lab6ratory 

The l1etabolic Laboratory is attached to the Renal tletabolic 

Ward specializing in the investigation and treatment of 

kidney diseases and mal'functions. The laboratory operates 

under the direction of a consultant physician who is a 

specialist in this particular branch of medicine. The 

functions of the laboratory are closely tied in with the ward 

and the patients being treated there; its ·workload is wholly 

comprised of specimens from in-patients and out-patients 

undergoing renal investigations., In addition to the current 

day-to-day analyses being carried out on specimens the 

laboratory also has a strong research function involving 

ongoing tests for the purpose of data collection in relation 

to various kinds of renal studies. The laboratory 

periodically publishes research papers following on these 

studies. The research investigations make up a significant 

proportion of the work of the laboratory. 

The laboratory carries out a range of approximately 15 

.tests, many of which are also carried out in the Routine 

Biochemistry Laboratory. 

1.4.1 Workload 

The workload, in terms of total numbers of tests carried out 

was compared over the past five years. 

Table 1.12 Test nos. of Metabolic Unit Laboratory 

Year 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

Number of Tests 

17769 

l620B 

23905 

25106 

36B03 

% annual increase 

-B.B 

47.5 

5.0 

46.6 

It is apparent· from the table that the size of the workload 

has been very unsteady over the five year period examined, 

although the average percentage increase of 22.6% shows a 

definite upward trend. There is rio obvious explanation for 

the unstable trend although the fluctuations are likely to be 

related to the volume of research carried out during the 

various years in question. 
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The 1983 workload was examined in more detail, again on the basis 

of source of request. The figures given in the table below are 

monthly aver~ges over the whole year "and do not apply to any 

particu~ar m~nth. 

Table 1.13 Breakdown of monthly workload for tletabolic Unit 

Laboratory 

Source 

\~ards 

O.P.D. 

Nursing Home 

C.P.C. 

St Josephs Unit 

G.P. 

Other Hospitals 

Totals 

No of Tests* 

2308 

543 

23 

121 

72 

3067 

% of Total Tests Specimen Nos 

75.3 1114 

17.7 314 

0.8 10 

3.9 74 

2.3 56 

100.0 1568 

*All figures are monthly averages of the full 1983 workload 

To an even greater degree than the other laboratories 

described above it is the case that a large percentage, 75.3%", 

of the workload originates from within the hospital, in fact 

from the ~letabolic Unit itself. A further 17.7% originates 

from hospital out-patients while the other sources are 

relatively unimportant. 

1.4.2 Staff 

The t1etabolic Unit Laboratory employs a total of 5 laboratory 

staff and 1 clerk typist who also carries out clerical and 

typing duties "for the medical side of the Unit. The numbers 

and grades are as follows: 

1 Principal Grade Biochemist 

1 Senior Grade Biochemist 

2 Basic Grade Biochemists 

1 Basic Grade Technician 

1 Clerk Typist 
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1.4.3 Automation/Mechanization 

The laboratory is very well equipped and highly mechanized. 

The major items of equipment and their involvement in 

processing the 1983 workload are documented below. 

Table 1.14 r1echanization and Workload of r1etabolic Unit 

Laboratory for 1983 

No of tests performed 

";. 

Item on equipment during 1983* % of 1983 Workload 

Cobas Bio Analyser 

IL A.A. Spectrophotemeter 

IL Flame Photometer 

Corningion Selective Electrode 

Orion Calcium Analyser 

Technicon AAI Autoanalyser 

Fiske Osmometer 

Beckman.Beta Counter 

Gamma counter 

Fully llanual Tests 

Totals 

11530 (3) 

8183 (2) 

11 7 39 (2) 

2076 (1) 

234 (1) 

1469 (1) 

763 (1) 

(1 ) 

809 (2) 

36803 (14) 

31. 3 

22.2 

31.9 

·5.6 

0.7 

4.0 

2.1 

2.2 

100.0 

* Test numbers are for the full year 1983; the number of tests for 

which instrument is used is given in brackets 

1.4.4 Expenditure 

'; . 

"'; 

The 1983 expenditure of the Iletabolic Unit Laboratory was examined 
.~. 

and broken down under the same headings. (As used for the other 

laboratories described above). The table below gives the details. 
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~able 1.15 Expendit~re of Metabolic Unit Laboratory .for 1983 

',j. 

Category £ % of total costs ·:;·:·:A 
;)~,!~~, 

1. Reagents/Chemicals/Kits 

2. Glassware/Plastics 

3. Disposable items 

4. Major Pathology Equipment 

5. Miscellaneous Expenditure 

6. Office Equipment/Stationery 

7. Wages/Salaries 

Total 

27947.54 

6647.06 

5820.21 

11591.74 

765.37 

81723.07 

134494.99 

20.8 

4.9 

4.3 

8.6 

0.6 

60.8 

100.0 

As might be 'expected, since the work of the Hetabolic Unit 

Laboratory is of a general rather than a highly specialized nature, 

the proportions of total costs taken up by the various subheadings 

are very similar to the Routine Biochemistry Laboratory particularly 

with the two dominant items i.e. reagents etc. and Hages/Salaries. 

The major difference bet\veen the two laboratories is the percentage 

of costs absorbed by 'Iliscellaneous Expenditure' which includes the 

service and repair of equipment; this differential is probably 

strongly influenced by the comparatively high level of mechanization 

in the Hetabolic Unit Laboratory. 

.~: .. 
" <I, 
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1.5 St. Vincents Hospital niochemistry Laboratories - Summary 

The 4 laboratories described above i.e Routine Biochemistry, 

Endocrinology, ~uc lear !ledicine and Metabolic Unit in combination 
{ 

serve the funct.'ion of providing a bi6chemistry.analysis service to 

St. Vincents Hospital. The data for these.four laboratories will 

now be grouped and summarized under similar headings used for the 

individual descriptions i. e. Workloads, Staff, !lechanization and 

Expenditure. A note will also be included in the section on 

workloads on specimens sent to outside laboratories for testing. 

1. 5.1 I'lorkloads 

The total numbers of tests carried out annually by the four 

laboratories over the period 1979-83 are tabulated below. 

Table 1.17 Test nos for all Biochemistry Laboratories 

Year Total no of tests % annual increase 

1979 286,450 

1980 314,637 9.8 

"' 1981 336; 213 6.9 

1982 347,877 3.5 

1983 398,166 14.5 

The picture over the five year period in question shows a definite 

upward trend in numbers of biochemistry tests being performed 

annually. The trend is not a steady one thus rendering it 

unfeasible to predicn what will happen over the coming years; 

however it is likely that the level will go on increasing. The 

causal factors in this general trend will be discussed later in 

the report. 

Looking more closely at the 1983 workload the total for the month 

of November over the four laboratories has been broken down, again 

on the basis of source of request. 



Table 1.18 

~lards 

. O.P.D. 

P.N.H. 

C.P.C. 

St Josephs Unit 

G.P. 

Other Hospitals 

Totals 

26. 

Breakdown of l'iorkload for all Biochemistry 

Laboratories (November 1983) 

Test Nos 

I Routine Nuclear Metabolic 

Laboratory Endocrinology Medicine Unit Totals 

24301 114 1218 2308 27941 

2997 114 504 543 4158 

1988 3 100 23 2114 

508 33 106 121 768 

733 16 749 

1187 3 287 1477 

105 143 87 72 407 

31819 

%of 

Grand 

Total 

74.3 
·11.1 

5.6 

2.0 

2.0 

3.9 

1.1 

% of Grand Total 84.6 

410 

1.1 

2318 

6.2 

3067 

8.1 

37614 100.0 

100.0 

I Specimen 

Nos. 

7850 

1617 

710 

322 

186 

621 

299 

11605 

Notes: (i) O.P.D. = Out-Patients Dept., P.N.H. = Private N~rsing Harre, C.P.C. = Consultants 

Private Clinic, G.P. = General Practioners. 

(ii) The figures given for the Endocrinology and tletabolic Unit Laboratories are 

rronthly averages of the full year am not actual nurrbers performed during 

Noverroer 1983. 

The above table is a very comprehensive picture of the November 

1983 workload broken down be source and by laboratory. The point 

should be made again that test numbers are not necessarily an 

accurate representation of true workload since like is not 

being compared with like from one laboratory to another. For 

instance the tests performed in the Endocrinology laboratory are of 

a highly labour-intensive· nature compared with-the majority of 

tests performed in the Routine Laboratory. Consequently although 

only 1.1% of the test numbers are performed in the Endocrinology 

Laboratory, its share of the actual workload would be substantially 

.in excess of this level. 

.:. .... 
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For the purposes of comparison with the other hospitals in the 

study it might be .useful to recategorize the workload data into 

three classes bY patient type i. e. in-patients, out-patients and 

external patients. 
/ 

Nursing Home Patients 

In-patients 

along with 

would include ward and Private 

patients in St, Josephs Unit 

which, although not directly part of the h9spital, uses the 

laboratory facilities as though it were; out-patients would 

include patients from the Out-Patients Department and from the 

Consultants Private Clinic; external patients would cover 

specimens sent in from General Practitioners and outside 

hospitals. 

Table 1.19 Breakdown of monthly workload for all laboratories bY 

patient type 

Patient Type Test Nos. % of Total Specimen Nos. % of Total 

In-patients 30804 81.9 8746 75.4 

Out-patients 4926 13.1 1939 16.7 

External 

patients 1884 5.0 920 7.9 

Totals 37614 100.0 11605· 100.0 

·In order to complete the picture of St. Vincent's Biochemistry 

workload the study recorded numbers of specimens sent to outside 

laboratories during November 1983. Although St. Vincent's 

Hospital biochemistry laboratories provide a very comprehensive 

range of tests it is still necessary to send a certain number of 

unusual tests to outside laboratories for processing; the majority 

of these specimens were found to .be for therapeutic drug analysis. 

During the month of November 246 specimens were sent outside the 

hospital fop· a total of 554 tests. Obviou~~y these figures in 

terms of test numbers represent only a very small proportion of 

the total workload originating in the hospital for November 1983 

(see Table 1.~9 above). 
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1.5.2. Staff 

The total staff numbers and grades wholly and dir'ectlY involved in 

providing the biochemistry services to St. Vincent's Hospital are 

listed below. 

I Top Grade Biochemist I Chief Technologist 

I Principal Grade Biochemist 2 Technologists 

4 Senior Grade Biochemists I Senior Grade Technician 

6 Basic Grade Biochemists 8 Basic Grade Technicians 

2 Laboratory Aides 3 Clerk Typists 

In addition to the above there are other personnel partly or 

indirectly involved in the operation of the Biochemistry services 

e.g. medical staff, in particular the consultant physicians 

(pathologists) attached to the laboratories in question, portering 

staff who are concerned with the carriage of materials and 

specimens within the hospital and the laboratory office staff. 

However since these personnel are either not directly concerned 

with the day to day analytical work of the laboratories or else 

are not directly attached to the laboratories they have not been 

taken into consideration. 

1.5.3. Automation/Ilechanization. 

At this stage it might be useful to discuss briefly the usage of 

the terms mechanization and automation, and how they are generally 

applied to laboratory equipment. Mechanization usually refers to 

any mechanical equipment .used in the laboratory for analysis or 

specimen treatment. The point to note here is that not all forms 

of mechanization possess as a primary feature the ability to save 

time or labour although most machines do both; they may be 

employed primarily for ,the purposes of improved accuracy and 

precision of simply because there is no other workable method for 

performing a particular analysis. The term automation is more 

specific and is generally applied to equipment with obvious 

labour-saving impact, the most straightforward example being where 

a machine automaticaaly carries out all stages of a test which is 

normally performed by a manual technique and computes the results 

of the test from the raw data. As a general rule equipment which 

would normally be classified as true automation tends to be 

larger, more .expensive and designed to cater for sizeable 

workloads. Most equipment found in laboratories would not fall 
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into this category. _A great advantage with automation of course 

is that it allows large batches of tests to be performed without 

operator fatigue and loss of precision and accuracy. Advanced 

automation can even monitor quality control by the use of a 

programmable microprocessor. 

'.',w • 

";. :. 

Of the four laboratories examined in St. Vincent's Hospital two, 

the Routine Laboratory and the Iletabolic Unit Laboratory, might be 

regarded as mechanized to quite a high degree while the 

Endocrinology and Nuclear Iledicine Laboratories, with just a 

single major item of equipment each would be classed as much less 

so. However taking the four laboratories as a whole the only 

items to come under the heading of automation proper as distinct 

from simple mechanization are the IL 508 and Centrifichem 

Analysers in the Routine Laboratory and the Cobas Bio Analyser in 

the Hetabolic Unit Laboratory. These machines have very definite 

time and labour-saving benefits compared with the other major 

items of equipment used in these laboratories (see individual 

descriptions of laboratories) 

-1.5.4. Expenditure 

The expenditure of the four Biochemistry Laboratories has been 

amalgamated and broken down under the same headings as used in the 

individual breakdowns described in previous sections. The table 

below shows the overall position 

Table 1.20 Breakdown of expenditure of all biochemistry 

laboratories for -1983 

Category* 

1. Reagents/Chemicals/Kits 

2. Glassware/Plastics 

3. Disposable items 

4. Major Pathology Equipment 

5. 11iscellaneous Expenditure 

6. Office Equipment/Stationery 

7. Wages/Salaries 

Total 

£ 

206,183.65 

20,145.08 

17,861.03 

9,211.64 

48,737.87 

17,094.98 

383,348.55 

702,582.80 

% of Total Costs 

29.4 

2.9 

2.5 

1.3 

6.9 

2.4 

54.6 

100.0 

*see subsection 1.1.4 for description of cost categories 

':.: 
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The cost of labour is the major cost element absorbing more than 

half of the total annual outlay. It is followed in second place 

by chemical materials which take up 29.4% of the expenditure. 

The remaining five categories together make up less than one sixth 

of the total costs and as such may be looked on as individually 

unimportant However the case of category 4. major pathology 

equipment. is special in that expenditure in a single year is not 

likely to reflect the average annual cost over a period since the 

machines are paid for in the purchase year and do not incur 

further capital cost until they need to be replaced; the active or 

bench life of most machines is of the order of seven years. Very 

approximately the replacement cost of the Biochemistry equipment 

of St. Vincent's Hospital is close to £0.5m. Given an average 

life of seven years the average annual cost would currently be in 

the region of £70.000. If this cost is used in place of the 

actual outlay in 1983 on major equipment then the percentage of 

total costs taken up by this expenditure category would be 9 .. 1% 

rather than 1.3%. 

Another important point concerning this expenditure table is that 

it does not present the full picture with regard to annual costs. 

Other costs incurred directly or indirectly by the biochemistry 

laboratories are not included due to inaccessibility and 

difficulty of accurate computation. Such costs include the labour 

costs of laboratory ancillary staff-medical. office and porter -

as well as the cost of electricity. telephones. cleaning and 

general building mainte~ance . 
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Future Development of Biochemistry Services in St. :,;\-' 

Vincent's Hospital 

The development of the Biochemistry services in st. 

Vincent's Hospital has been slightly unorthodox to the 

extent that not all of the laboratories have been set up 

under the aegis of the Pathology Department. The Routine 

Biochemistry Laboratory and the Endocrinology Laboratory 

are wholly under the administration of the Pathology 

Department, however the 11etabolic Unit Laboratory and the 

Nuclear lledicine Laboratory are not. This situation 

bestows some -'possibly unique characteristics on the 

Biochemistry services in St. Vincent' s Hospital,. The 

problems, potential and real, will be dealt with in the 

following paragraphs. 

1.6.1 Physical Separation of Laboratories 

The four laboratories described in the preceding chapter 

under the heading of St. Vincent's Hospital are in fact 

separated by relatively large distances within the 

hospital itself. The Routine Laboratory :is in the North 

Wing, the Endocrinology Laboratory in the Basement, the 

Nuclear 11edicine Laboratory on the ground floor of the 

Ilain Block and the I-letabolic Unit on the third floor ,of 

the I-lain ,Block. This physical separation of the. 

laboratories means that communication between them is 

predictiJ.bly kept to a minimum and opportunities for 

coordination of the overall service are by and large lost. 

Difficulties are also created with regard to the 

" 
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clinicians using the laboratory services firstly because 

of the like~y confusion caused by having to deal with a 
I 

number of different laboratories scattered throughout the 

hospital; secondly the effective implementation ofa 

general laboratory policy towards the users' of the service 

is very much hampered. Although in the present 

circumstances it is not a feasible proposition to relocate 

the four laboratories in a single area within the hospital 

it is something which should be held in mind regarding 

plans for the future development of the hospital 

laboratory services. The Metabolic Unit Laboratory would 

be exceptional in that it functions as part of a 

specialist medical unit directly attached to a hospital 

ward. The special position of this laboratory will be 

dealt with further in the following paragraphs. 

1.6.2 Separate Administration of Laboratories 

As mentioned above the Routine Biochemistry Laboratory and 

the Endocrinology laboratory are both under the direct 

administration of the Pathology Department while the 

Nuclear Medicine and Metabolic Unit Laboratories are under 

the control of the consultant doctors specializing in 

those particular areas i.e. the Consultant in Nuclear 

Hedicine and the Consultant in Renal f·letabolism 

respectively. The separate administration of· the 

laboratories appears to work quite well from the viewpoint 

of the individual laboratories in that they can work and 

develop independently of the remainder of the Pathology 

services but there are a number of negative side effects 
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for the overall operation of the hospi tal. Firstly the 

present arrangiment greatly hinders the Hospital 

Administration in coordinating a general policy towards 

the future development of the pathology services when 

effectively it must plan for three separate areas. 

Secondly the arrangement discourages any sharing of costs 

which woul'd possibly be achieved under a single 

administration even if it simply meant being in a position 

to negotiate as one with suppliers for the purchase of 

reagents and the'agreement of service contracts. Thirdly, 

as with the physical separation of the laboratories, the 

separate administrations do not contribute to the 

development or implementation of a co-ordinated policy 

towards the users of the services; this point is 

particularly important' in the context of improvi'ng 

communications generally between laboratory and medical 

staff, a point which will be developed in the next 

chapter. Fourthly the absence of direct administrative 

links between the laboratories inhibits the exchange of 

staff between laboratories which, if operated on a regular 

basis, should contribute to staff development and staff 

satisfaction in general; furthermore there is no question 

of recruiting staff on any kind of shared basis e.g. in 

cases where an additional full time member between two 

laboratories might fill a need rather than the recruitment 

of two additional staff members. Finally the present 

arrangement ,greatly hampers the purchase and use of 

equipment on a shared time basis or the use of one 

laboratory's equipment by another in case of breakdown; a 

case in point regarding the sharing of equipment is the 
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current request by the Enc1ocr.inology laboratory for a 

gamma counter. an item of equipment which is used by the 

Hetabolic Unit Laboratory and might well be shared were 

the two laboratories closer together physically and part 

of the same administrative structure. 

1.6.3. Laboratory Test Ranges 

The full range of tests carried out by the four 

biochemistry laboratories is very comprehensive with the 

result that a comparatively small number of tests need to 

be sent to laboratories outside the hospital annually; 

the total no. of tests sent outside the hospital during 

1983 amounted to approximately 6.000 which is about 1.5% 

of the .total Biochemistry test numbers carried out in the 

hospital during that year. There is no overlap between 

test ranges in the Routine Biochemistry. Endocrinology and 

Nuclear 11edicine Laboratories; however a certain number 

of tests performed by the r·le.tabolic Unit are duplicated in 

.the Routine Biochemistry Laboratory. The tletabolic Unit 

Laboratory however occupies a very exceptional position in 

the hospital in that it is directly attached to a single 

hospital ward and in fact greater than 90% of its total 

workload originates either from the ward itself or from 

outpatients attending the Unit. In addition to its main 

iunction as a routine analytical laboratory. the Unit also 

carries on a certain amount of research into various 

aspects of renal metabolism. However since many of the 

analyses carried out in this laboratory are also performed 

in the Routine Laboratory it is regrettable that there is 

"". 

"-' 
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not a greater degree of co-operation between the two 

laborator ies so· that unnecessary duplication, and certain 

additional costs, could be avoided. On the whole it does 

not seem/ r.easonable that the two laboratories should 
! 

develop fully independently of each other. 

Another aspect of the test ranges performed in the four 

laboratories is the proportion of total test numbers which 

are carried out on behalf of other hospitals. It is normal 

practice with such tests to charge the requesting hospital 

the full rate for the performance of the tests. However very 

often this side of the arrangement is overlooked either by 

the hospital performing the test ·or by the hospital 

requesting it. It would certainly be in the best interests 

of St. Vincent's Hospital to be very diligent about the 

collection of such fees. The following table shows the 

volume of tests involved for 1983 and the likely revenue from 

these tests: 

Table 1.21 Estimated Revenues from other hospitals for 1983 

Labor.a tory 

Routine 
Biochemistry 

Endocrinology 

Nuclear fledicine 

Metabolic Unit 

Totals 

Estimated No. of Tests 
performed for Other 
Hospitals in 1983 

12,225 

1,771 

989 

846 

15,831 

% of total No. 
of tests 

3.7 

35.0. 

3.8 

2 .. 3 

3.9 

Estimated 
Revenue * 

£85,575 

£26,565 

£11,868 

£ 8,460 

£132,468 

* The 'Estimated Revenue' for each laboratory is calculated by 
taking a likely average fee per test varying according to the degree 
of specialization of the laboratory; so for Routine Laboratory the 
average fee is taken as £7.00, for Endocrinology £15.00, for Nuc lear 
Medicine £12.00 and for the Metabolic Unit £10.00. The real charges 
mi~ht even be higher. 
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The most important point to note concerning this' table is that the 

estimated revenue amounts to 18.8% of the total costs of the four 

laboratories for 1983. 

Similarly it would not seem unreasonable to expect fee-paying 

private patients to make a contribution to the costs of laboratory 

tests. The following shows the test numbers performed on behalf of 

private patients in the Nursing Home and attending the Consultants 

Private Clinic during November 1983, and also the estimated revenues 

based on the average fees used for the previous table. 

Table 1.22 Potential Pathology revenue from private patients for 
1983. 

Laboratory Routine Endocrinology Nuclear 11etabolic Total 
Biochemistry Medicine Unit 

Test Nos. 2496 36 320* 164* 3016 

Estimated £17,472 £540 £3840 £1640 £23492 
Revenue 

*These figures are estimates. 

As may be seen the hypothetical revenue from tests performed on 

private patients for the month of November 1983 amounts to £23,492 

based on average fees· varying for each laboratory (see previous 

table). It must be emphasised that this figure is very much an 

estimate. In addition the hospital administration may not charge 

private patients attending the hospital the same high rate as is 

demanded for tests done on behalf of external hospitals; if so the 
\~ 
'I~;'. 

estimated revenue should be adJusted downwards accordingly. 
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Chapter 2 

St. Ja~es Hospital 
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2. St. James Hospital 

St. James Hospital. Dublin. is a very large general hospital 

complex providing a full range of medical services involving all of 

the major medical disciplines. The hospital is the largest of the 

Federated Dublin Vol untary Hospit,;,-ls which number seven in all and 

is the site for many ancillary services shared by all of the seven 

hospitals. At the end of 1983 St. James Hospital had a total 

complement of 909 beds and during that year admitted 14.615 

patients; in addition 73.353 patients were treated in the Out

Patients Department while a further 41.330 attended the 

Accident/Emergency Department. 

Some years ago the decision was taken to centralize the pathology 

services. for all of the Federated Hospitals at St. James Hospital. 

In 1981 the St. James Pathology Unit was opened and laboratory 

services were transferred from each of· the other six hospitals to 

the St. James location. Since the St. James Pathology 

Laboratories provide a pathology service to all of the Federated 

Hospital·s it might be useful to look at some of. the general 

statistics for each of the hospitals ·concerned. as shown in the 

following table 

Table 2.1 General Statistics on Federated Hospitals for 1983 

Accident/ 

Emergency 

Hospital Bed Nos Admissions Out-Patients Patients 

St. James 909 14615 73353 41330 

Adelaide 180 5380 30880 17780 

~leath 267 8076 29031 38815 

Sir Patrick Duns 172 4302 28694 17692 

Royal City of Dublin 193 5719 16403 20426 

Dr. Steevens 208 7446 23801 44092 

National childrens 85 5226 11824 16168 

Totals 2014 50764 213986 196303 

.- .' 

· .... -
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These statistics will be discussed later in terms of the general 

workload of the Biochemistry Laboratory. 

The Pathology Complex in St James houses several laboratories 

including Biochemistry, Haema to logy , 11icrobiology, Histopathology, 

Blood Transfusion and some smaller laboratories including a number 

of research laboratories. This report will concern itself with 

the Biochemistry Laboratory only to the exclusion of the other 

disciplines. 

The St. James Biochemistry Laboratory is large and its functions 

are divided among four separate sections or laboratories .each of 

which deals with a certain area of the workload. These divisions 

of the Biochemistry Laboratory and their functions are as 

follows: 

(i) The . .sMAC Laboratory houses the large, fully automated, 

computerized StlAC analyser which carries out all of the analysis 

work in this laboratory. The machine performs a range of nineteen 

commonly requested tests mostly as test profiles. This laboratory 

is responsible for a very large part of the workload. 

(ii) The Endocrinology Laboratory which specializes in the assay 

of endocrine components. Its test range I"ould overlap to a great 

degree with the test ranges of the Endocrinology and Nuclear 

Medicine Laboratories of St. Vincents Hospital. 

(iii) The Routine Labo~atory basically looks after all tests not 

carried out in the other laboratories and hence the range of tests 

is a miscellaneous one. Special mention should be made of the 

Drugs Laboratory which is a subsection of this laboratory and 

looks after the assay of a range of therapeutic drugs. 

(iv) The Stat Laboratory is responsible for all tests of an 

urgent nature. 11any of tests performed in this laboratory are 

also carried out on the srlAC but this laboratory is geared to 

carry out these tests very quickly whereas the SMAC does not have 

the same flexibility. 
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The following table gives a general idea of hO\~ the workload is 

shared among the four laboratories. 

/ 
Table 2.2 Divisioh of workload between four biochemistry 

laboratories. 

Laboratory Range of Tests 

SI-IAC 19 ) 
) Total Endocrincology 18 ) bi ochemi 5 tr~' 

Routine ( inc!. Drugs) 30 ) tes t range = 71 * . 
) 

Stat 20 ) 

*The sum of the five individual ranges is greater than the total 

because of overlap in test ranges between laboratories, 

particularly between the St!AC and Stat laboratories. ':'he total 

for the Routine Laboratory includes 8 tests of the Drugs 

subsection of the laboratory. 

Since the Biochemistry Laboratory only commenced operations in 

1981 it is not possible to examine the trend in numbers of tests 

ordered over a five year period as was done in the case of St. 

Vincents Hospital. As a result the survey of St. James 

concentrated on taking a detailed look at the laboratory's 

operation during 1983 under the same headings used in the case of 

St. Vincents Hospital i.e. workload, staff, automation and 

expenditure. The administration of the St. James Biochemistry 

Laboratory is partially 'computerized to the extent that all 

requests and test resul ts for the SI!AC, Endocrinology and Drugs 

Laboratories are processed, filed and printed out by computer; a 

master printout at the end of each day gives full details of the 

~aily work of these laboratories by patient name, hospital, tests 

performed and test results. It is hoped in the near future to 

computerize the paper work of the other two laboratories also. 

The workload of the Biochemistry Laboratory arises mainly from the 

seven Federated Hospitals listed in Table 2.1, but a certain 

number of specimens are sent in from other hospitals. Compared 

with the other six Federated Hospitals the number of specimens 

sent in from the National Childrens Hospital is small and for 

survey purposes they have been included in the 'others' category 
in the sections which follow. 
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As with St. Vincent's Bospital a sample month was chosen in 1983 

and a detailed breakdown was made of the workload for all 

biochemi stry laboratories. In this case September 1983 was chosen 

on the basis that it regarded as a fairly average month not 

representing a seasonal high or low. 

Each of the five laboratories will now be described in turnunuer 

the headings of workload. staff. automation and expenditure. 
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St. JAt'ES's HOSPITAL 

Seven Federated Hospitals 

Specimens fOri-larded 
for analysis 

St. James's Pathology Unit 

1 Other Laboratories 

Biochemistry Lahoratories 

J,-
Separation Area 

/J \~ 
sr~AC 

Labora tory 
Endcicri no 1 09Y 

Labora tory 
Routine 

Labora tory 
(incl.Drugs) 

Stat. 
Labora tory 

FIGURE. 3: Organisation of St. James's Biochemistry Laboratories 

·;i. 
:,. 

< .. , .. " 
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2.1 SHACLaboratory 

2. 1 . 1 Work load I 
j 

As mentioned above the work of the SflAC laboratory revolves around the 

computerised Serum Hultichannel Analyser or 'S~IAC'. This is a very 

large and complex piece of equipment designed to deal with very heavy 

workloads. It is equipped with twenty separate channels (although 

only nineteen of these are used full time in St. James) each of which 

is· capable of performing a different test. The machine itself has no 

·selective capacity in that the full range of tests will be performed 

on every specimen loaded into the SI1AC. In other words it is not 

possible to select particular tests for a given specimen. However, 

what is possible is to control the printout facility so that only 

those tests requested will have results printed out and this is "'hat 

is done in St. James S~~C Laboratory. The reasons for not printing 

out the full range of results for each specimen since the tests are 

done anyway will be explained and discussed in Chapter 4. 

Because of the way it operates the SI1AC is best suited to profile 

analyses i. e. ranges of tests or.iented towards. investigating a 

specific body function. The nineteen tests of the St. James St·1AC are 

grouped into five different profiles, each profile made up of a 

. specified group of tests. The five profiles include a Renal Profile 

(six tests), a Liver Profile (seven tests), a Cardiac Profile (five 

tests), a Bone Profile (four tests) and a SMAC Profile (all nineteen 

tests). In reality, as explained above, no matt,!,r which profile (or 

even individual test) is' requested, a full St!AC Profile is performed 

on every blood specimen. However only those results requested are 

actually printed out at the end of the process. The table below 

gives a breakdown of the S~lAC Laboratory workload for September 1983 

~y profile type and source hospital. 

.' 

_ _ .J.;;"-
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Thble 2.3 Brrokrl:wJ of SYC J.a1:nr:alCLy v.o:klca::l fir 5qXa1tEr 1<:83 
~ S::lJroe I-t:Epi.tal 

St • .brEs M?laim I M£th Sir Ibt:rick R¥ll Ci 1:)' I IX. SteeI.ers Ot:J-ers Tctals 
I r:trs of !lJblin 

SoflC ProEiJe (19) 1691 817 I 14<6 621 7ZJ 456 10:13 6al 
Ie"Bl. ProE:i..le (6) ;ro 78 I 114 103 145 158 163 1041 
Li.\.er" ProEiJe (7) 123 2A I 35 54 35 65 ;ro 536 
Qmlioc: ProfiJe (5) EB 31 I :s 13 16 19 32 '2IJl 
B:rE ProEiJe (4) .!fl 6 I 9 4 9 35 12 124 
Irrlivid.El TEsts ~ 2A I 91 8 38 36 47 334 
'Ittal n::s of zm 98) I lJ43 Ern 972 7f£J 14m ~53 

re:p2StS I 
1ttal n::s CIE tEsts 35353 16362 ItmJ 1138'1 l5125 JD333 22165 14127T 
% of total tEsts 25.0 !l.6 I 2).6 9.1 10.7 7.3 15.7 

Notes:- the bracketed figures in the first column show the 

number of tests in each profile while the figures in the 

columns show the number of profile requests. The totals at 

the bottom of the table give the total request and test 

numbers. 

lCXJ.O 

Included in the 'Others' category are the National Childrens 

Hospital, six Eastern Health Board Hospitals and several 

other small hospitals. 

In the case of each hospital for which a breakdown is given 

the profile/test numbers include those requested from 

hospital wards, Out-Patients Department and General 

Practitioners for the hospital in question. 

In the case of each hospital for Ivhich a breakdown is given the profile' ., 
test numbers incl~de those requested from hospital wards,Out

Patients Thpartment and. General Practit~oners for the hospital 

in question. 

The first point wbrth noting from the above table is the dominance 

of profile requests as distinct from requests for individual tests; 

individual test numbers, just 334 in all, represents 3.7% of the 

requests total and 0.2% of the total number of tests. This means 

that profiles are requested in t~e case of 96.3% of the specimens 

processed by the SMAC. Among the profiles the S!1AC Profile consisting 

of nineteen tests, easily dominates the table making up 75.2% (6811 

requests) of' the total requests (9053); the SMAC Profiles represent 
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a total of 129,409 tests or 91.6% of the total. Lastly regarding .,:i~ . -, ;',:. 

the origins of the workload, the Federated ~Jospitals displayed in " 

the table make up a total of 84.3% of the test numberi. It is knowA 

that the only Federated Hospital not shown i.e. the National Children's 

Hospital, is responsible for about 2% of the test numbers. This makes , 
a total of 86.3% of the tests arising ·from the Federated Hospitals 

themselves. 

2-.1.2 Staff 

The SMAC Laboratory is run by a staff complement of ·bur normally 

including the following grades: 

1 Senior Grade Technician 

1 .. Basic Grade Biochemist 

2 Basic Grade Technicians 

2.1.3· Automation! Mechanization 

The automation of the SMAC Laboratory simply consists of the cor.puterized. 

Serum Mult~channel Analyser. 

2.1.4 Expenditure. 

The expenditure of this laboratory will be dealt with in the summary 

section covering the wnole of St. James's Biochemistry. 

.. 
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2.2 Endocrinology 

The Endocrinology Lab6ratory is a specialist uni( concentrating on 

the analysis of hormonal components. Its test range of 19 tests 

overlaps considerably with the tests carried out in the 

Endocrinology and Nuclear Medicine Laboratories of St. Vincents 

Hospital described previously. 

2.2.1 \"1orkload 

The test numbers performed in the Endocrinology Laboratory' during 

September 1983 are tabulated below: 

Table 2.4 Breakdown of E~docrinology Workload for September 1983 

H:spi.tal 1St • .J3Te3INPlajcP~,mt:hISir Rltrid<IR:¥al Cit¥1 II. j(:.tI'-eml'Ittal I 
I I I I Drs lof D.blin I~I I I 

T€st N::B I 734 I 433 I jl) I ~ I 1'D I 142 I 555 I 2618 I 
% of 'Ittall 28.0 I 16.8 113.8 I 7.5 I 7.3 I 5.4 121.2 1100.0 I 

The distribution of test numbers among the hospital sources is 

broadly similar to that shown for the SI·lAC Laboratory. The 

percentage contributed by 'Other' hospitals however is 

significantly larger at 21.2% compared with 15.7% for the Sf·lAC 

Laboratory. This is explained by a more widespread demand for 

many of the specialized tests carried out in the Endocrinology 

Laboratory than would exist for the routine StlAC tests since most 

hospitals carry out their own routine analyses. Consequently the 

'Others' category would include a number of larger hospitals which 

would not feature in the corresponding S!lAC Laboratory table, but 

who would have a demand for specialized endocrinology tests. 

2.2.2 Staff: 

The Endocrinolgy Laboratory is staffed by the following numbers 

and grades 

1 Principal Grade Biochemist 
1 Senior Grade Biochemist 
2 Basic Grade Biochemists 

2.2.3 Automation/Mechanization 

1 Technologist 
1 Senior Grade Technician 
3 Basic Grade Technicians 
1 Porter 

'The Automation in the Endocrinolgy Laboratory consists of two Beta 

Counters and two Gamma Counters. 

2.2.4. Expenditu're 

Costs will be dealt with in the general section on the St. JaMes' 5 

Biochemistry ~aboratory. 
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2.3 Routine Laboratory/Drugs Laboratory 

The Drugs Laboratory is in actuality simply an extension of the 

Routine Laboratory and for description purposes will be included 

along with it in this section. In addition to the drug assays 

the Routine Laboratory carries out a very general 'range of 

tests; effectively its test range consists of those tests not 

catered for by the other sections of the Biochemistry 

Department. As mentioned above the records of the drug tests 

are computerized along with the data from the Endocrinology and 

SNAC Laboratory. and results are printed out at the end of each 

day. The other tests carried out in the Routine Laboratory are 

not computerized as yet .. The laboratory carries out a range of 

22 different tests along with a further 8 drug tests. The 

Routine/Drugs Laboratory will now be described along similar 

lines as the SllAC and Endocrinology Laboratories. 

2.3.1 l'Iorkload 

"'. 

The numbers of tests requested in the Routine Laboratory (including 

drug tests) during September 1983 were counted and broken down by 

hospital of origin. 

,survey. 

Table 2.5 depicts the overall results of this 

Thble 2.5: 

H::sp:i.tal I St. Jares I kPlaid? 11 mth I Sir Pa.t:rid< Ilbjal Cil'J'1 Dr :s t E' e 'BlS 10tTers l':\:tal 
I I I I D.ns lof Dblin I I I 

Test N::s I 1 521 I 4C6 I 813 I 337 I m I 314 I 833 14492 
% of 'Ibtall 33.9 I 9.0 118.0 I 7.5 I 6.1 I 7.0 I 18.5 1100.0 

A relative high percentage i.e. 18.5% of this laboratory's 

workload, as with the Endocrinology Laboratory, originates fro~ 

non-Federated Hospitals. This is mostly accounted for by the 

widespread demand for specialised drug tests, many of which are only 

performed in a very small number of other hospitals. 

Test numbers were also classified according to test type 'to get 

some idea of the spread of the workload over the range of tests. 

Table 2.6 shows the results of this classification. 

Table 2.6 Breakdown of Routine Laboratory workload by test type 

for September 1983. 

ITest IGlucose DruCJs Iron Lipids Others* I Total 
INo. of tests I 2042 594 253 217 ,1386 I. ' 4492 
1% of Total I 45.5 13.2 5.6 4.8 30;9* I 100.0 

* Each of the 19 'other' tests represents 4.0% or less of the 
total. 

i:;' 
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The workload distribution over the test range is very skewed Vii th 

one test, i.e. glucos~, m~king up 45.5% of the total. The range of 

eight drug tests between them make up 13.2% of the total test 

members. Again the point should be stressed that test numbers do 

not necessarily,' reflect true workload; for example drug analysis 

tends to be quite labour intensive while glucose testing is not, 

and wi th reference to the above figures 594 drug tests would 

entail significantly more time and labour than 2042 glucose tests. 

2.3.2 Staff 

The numbers and grades of staff normally employed in the Routine 

Laboratory are as follows: 

3 Senior Grade Biochemists 

1 Basic Grade Biochemist 

2.3.3 Automation/r1echanization 

1 Senior Grade Technician 

1 Basic Grade Technician 

f.lany of the test processes carried out in this laboratory are fully 

manual or have a signifiicant manual content, and so the level of 

automa tion is low. The major items of equipment are as fo 1101's: 

lL Flame Photometer LKB Reaction Rate Analyser 

Technicion Auto Analyser Syva Drugs Analyser 

2.3.4. Expenditure 

Costs will be dealt with in the summary section on St. James 

Biochemistry. 
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2.4 Stat Laboratory 

The Stat Laboratory is the emergency laboratory ~nd is responsible 

for all tests which are of an urgent nature. The full range of 

tests executed in this laboratory is 20 comprising all assays which 

are likely to be required urgently by clinicians .. The organisation 

and equipment of this laboratory is such as to minimise the 

turnaround time between request and report and thus aims to 

facilitate doctors needing results without delay. It is this 

section of the Biochemistry Department which provides the 'emergency 

service outside of normal hours; the duty of providing this emergency 

service is shared on a rotat'ion basis among all of the staff of the 

Biochemistry Department. The Stat Laboratory will now be described 

under the usual headings: 

2.4.1 ~lorkload 

As mentioned above the Stat Laboratory carries out a range of 20 tests 

many of which are also carried out by the· S~lAC laboratory and/or the 

Routine Laboratory. However it .is only when the request form is 

marked as urgent that the specimen will be accepted by the Stat 

Laboratory. In addition the State Laboratory carries out tests 

which need to be repeated from the Sf·lAC because of malfunction or 

other reasons. The following tables gives a limited breakdown of 

tests performed in the Stat Laboratory during September 1983; they 

breakdown is by hospital of origin. 

Table 2.7 Breakdown of Stat Laboratory workload by hospital of origin 

for September 1983 

",. ~ 11<. 
Ib:pi..tallSt JarEs I~ If·mth 1 Sir Patrick 1R¥ll Cityl Dr. SteeRns 10tl-ers 1'Ittals 

1 1 1 1 Un; 1 1 1 1 
Test N:E 1 lS03 1 231 1 427 1 79 1 107 1 124 1 549 1 3419 
% eX' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
'lttal 1 55.7 1 6.8 112.5 1 2.3 1 3.1 1 3.6 116.0 1100.0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1·1 

Ps mi.g1t J:e eq:ecta:1, sirr:e three"" of tl-e Th::B:ata'l. H:ll:>i.ta1s f' 6935 tTeir CW1 

6terg3'r¥ litoratorie:; an:'! 9:) rral<E ally limit:a:l lire eX' St . .J3rEs Stat I..ctoratory, 
tl-e ILq:u:ti01 eX' tiE v.aklarl arisirg fran St. Jate:; itsili is q.ri.te hiJj1 (55.7%). 
'llE test !U1l:eIs v.ere als::> htia1 d:::w1. a::u:::n:dirg to test tyr:e as sJn..n in tle 
ful.lcwirg tcbl.e. 

'IlIDle 2.8 Brecklc~m r:f Stat I..al:cratJ:xy \'I:Ll<lca:l qy Test 'IYfe fi:r SEptmber 1983 

Test 1 l1ml 1 S:x1iun I Itiag;llrn 1 J>cid~ 1 Glu::r:re 1 c.t:J--ers * 1 'Jbtal. 
Test N::s1 m 1 743 1 743 1 ms 1 233 1 658 1 3419 
% eX' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
'lttal. 1 22.6 1 21.7 1 21.7 1 7.8 1 7.0 1 19.2 1100.0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Again it is quite obvious that the distribution is quite skewed 

with the first three tests in the table making up a total of 66.0% 

of the workload in terms of test numbers; at the other end of the 

table 15 tests make up 19.2% of the test numbers. 

2.4.2 Staff 

The staff numbers and grades normally employed in the Stat 

Laboratory are as follows: 

1 Technologist 

2 Senior Grade Technician 

2 Basic Grade Technicians 

2.4.3 Automation!tlechanization 

Since the Stat Laboratory is geared towards fast processing of 

specimens the level of mechanization is comparatively high. The 

major items of equipment are as follows: 

Corning 460 Flame Photometer 

Dupont ACA Analyser 

Cobas Bio Analyser 

2.4.4 Expenditure 

YSI Glucose Analyser 

Corning 902 Ion 

Selective Electrode-

Costs will be dealt with in the following summary section on St. 

James Biochemistry. 
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2.5 St. James Biochemistry Laboratory - Summary 

The Biochemistry Laboratories will nml be dealt with as a whole and 

described under the general headings of workload, staff and costs. In 

addition to the four laboratory areas described above there is also a 

Separation l\rea (see Fig. 3) \~here specimens and request forms are 

received initially and where the first processing of specimens occurs. 

This area is usually staffed by two Basic Grade Technicians and two 

Porters and serves all four biochemistry laboratories . 

. 2.5.1 \~orkload 

It is very difficult to discuss or to attempt to quantify true 

\~orkload by simply dealing with test numbers since tests vary a great 

deal in labour content and time needed for completion. Highly 

automated laboratories such as St. James very often do not regard test 

numbers as a very useful statistic and concentrate instead on keeping 

a record of specimen numbers. Such laboratories take the view that the 

number. of specimens processed·by the laboratory is a more accurate 

reflection of workload than numbers of tests. However, to achieve a 

true picture of workload in any laboratory it would necessitate looking 

at numbers and types of tests performed as well as taking the methods 

used for the various tests into account. This whole question of 

measuring true workload will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

As part of this study a detailed breakdown was made of the workload in 

St James Biochemistry Laboratories during September 1983 and account 

was taken of numbers and types of tests as well as numbers of 

specimens; as with the other laboratories in the study it was not 

considered feas ible to deal wi th test me thods employed. The table 

below gives total numbers of tests carried out and specimen received 

in each laboratory in St James during September 1983. 

Table 2.9 

Laboratory 

Test Nos. 
% of Total Test Nos. 

Specimen Nos. 
% of Total Specimen 

Breakdown of Ilorkload for all biochemistry 
laboratories (September 1983) 

I StlAC I Endocrinology I Routine IStat 
I I I I 
I I I I 
1141272 I 2618 I 4492 13419 
I 93.1 I 1.7 I 3.0 I 2.2 
I I I I 

- I 8802 I 1564 I 3927 11170 
Nos I 56.9 I 10.1 I 25.4 I 7.6 

I I I I 
Test Nos ./Specimen Nos. I 16.0 I 1.7 I 1.1 I 2.9 

I I I I 

ITotal 
I 
I 
1151801 
I 100.0 
I 
I 15463 
I 100.0 
I 
I 9.8 
I 
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As may be, seen from the above table the position of the SMAC 

Laboratory is a remarkable one. This laboratory receives 56.9% of ,; 
.;-"; 

the specimens yet is responsible for 93.1% of the test numbers; this ,;.~ 
:,'-:":(1"1 

gives it an average number of tests per specimen of 16.0 which far " , 
" ' 

exceeds the ratios for the other three laboratories. In fact the .,' 

corresponding 

Laboratory is 

ratio for St. Vincents Hospital Routine Biochemistry 
( . 

3.8 (see tables in section 1.1). This ratio of test 

to specimen numbers may be taken as a general indicator of the 

level of laboratory usage by the doctors. An even better 

measurement of usage level is the number of tests per patient 

admission over a given period and this ratio will be discussed in 

Chapter 4 section 1. 

The specimen numbers received in the Biochemistry Department during 

September 1983 were also broken down on the basis of source hospital 

and patient category i.e. whether the specimens originated from in

patients, out-patients or General Practitioners. The following 

table shows this breakdown: 

'Illble 2.10 Brea'<d:w1 of Bic:darristry!.£pt. ~ rud:ers l:¥' 
SOJJXE h::spLtal arrl rntient CRteg:xy JDr Sq:ta1I:er 1983 

'" 

RItia1t catB:pry St. JaTe3 1'd21a ire ~,mth Isir Rl.trick Ilbfal city I II .stee.ers t:J:]-eJE I Tctals % c£ Td:al 
I I Ilrs lof Ublin I I I 

IrrRrt:i.Ent :xa; 1035 I 21131 793 I 1052 I fIJl I 2;ro I 11666 75.4 
I I I I I I 

Qlt-Mient 8'E 454 I 5411 218 I 2:B I 100 I 121 I 2537 16.4 
I I I I I I 

G.P. :H) 134 I 1161 197 I 95 I 2J2 I 231 I l;ro 8.2 
I I I I I I 

'Ittals 4785 1624 I 27iDl l2:B I 1355 I urn I 2612 I l5463 100.0 
I I I I I I 

% of 'It:I:al 30.9 10.5 . I 17.91 7.8 I 8;8 I 7.2 I 16.9 I 100.0 
I I I I I I 

It ll£o/ l:e S"m. fran t:J-e ci=e frat l££s fum en! t:hlld of tJ-e sprina1 tctal origirates fran St. JaTe3 

H:spital itself a'rl aJrn:st 17% is S31l: in l:¥ rnrFs:Erated h::>¥ tals gi virg sore irdic::atim c£ tJ-e 

relati\cly hicj1 ~ c£ at-sid? h:Epi.tals rn St. JaTe3 Iatlnlojy. A fact vhich slulld l:e tale1 into 

axon!: sirr:e it ras sore l::e3rin:J 01 tle dist:rihJI:ia1. r:£ ~ nnters at013 tle Fe:Eratej fb3pi.tals is 

tie existal:E c£ S3.tellite ClL SIetg3 cy 1Etoratories in roTe c£ tie h:B];itals. SXh ~ 13iDd'l3uistJ:y 

serv:icEs are q:erat.io-al in Sir Patrick Ilrs, fre ~mth a'rl IX St:reve's. 'D-e;e lab::xab:Jrie:; v.ere B:'!t tp to 

<HIl strictly with re:JlB3ts c£ a highly ~ rabre bnace of tro ~ imolVErl in frm..ru:tfulJ sfECirers 

to St. Jme; Patlukgy. I~ tle exi.st:an! of ~ laJ:x:ratories in CErtain h::>¥tals will clearly 

ra:b:E tJ-e rurl= eX sr:a::irrern furwm:W to St. JaTe3 fran &ex! h:Btitals. !b JDr eJaTPle a1tln.r:j1 IE 

St:reve's H::spital is tle thiId Ja.I:'gm. c£ tle F8:Erat:icn it in fu::t. lie; sixth in terns eX sre=in'en nnters. 
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Finally, a very small number of specimens are sent fran the 

Federated Hospitals to outside laboratories for processing. These 

specimens require highly specialized tests not provided by St 

James Patholog~. The total number of specimens set out during 

September 1983/was 79 amounting to a very small proportion of 

overall specimen numbers. 

2.5.2 Staff 

The Biochemistry Department of St James Hospital is a highly 

automated, partly computerized laboratory with a large staff. In 

addi tion ·to the Laboratory Technicians and Biochemists the 

laboratory also employs medical, clerical and portering staff. 

Furthermore there is a general laboratory administrative staff 

which serves all Pathology Departments including Biochemistry and 

is responsible for the overall administration of pathology. For 

the purposes of this study the staff taken into account include 

only the para-medicai (Laboratory Technicians and Biochemists), 

clerical and portering staff employed full time in the 

Biochemistry Department. 

as follows: 

The total staff numbers·and grades are 

1 Top Grade Biochemist 1 Chief Technologist 

1 Principal Grade Biochemist 3 Technologists 

4 Senior Grade Biochemists 3 Senior Grade Technicians 

4 Basic Grade Biochemists 13 Basic Grade Technicians 

4 clerical staff 3 Porters. 

2.5.3 Expenditure 

The expenditure of the Biochemistry Department for the calendar 

year 1983 was examined in some details and broken down under 

similar headings as was done in the case of St. Vincent's 

Hospital. The following tables gives this breakdown. 
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Table 2.11: Expenditure·of St. James Iliochemistry Laboratories during 

1983. 

Category £. % of Total Costs 

1. Reagents/Chemicals/Kits 330,403.96 27.6 

2. Glassware/Plastics 20,610.24 1.7 

3. Disposable Items 29,454.32 2.5 

4. ria jor Pathology Equipment 

5. l1iscellaneous Expenditure 113,046.31 9.4 

6. Office Equipment/Stationery 92,606.30 7.7 

7. ~lages/Salaries 613,344.48 51. 1 

Total 1,199,465.60 100.0 

Notes.:- Category 6 includes costs associated with running the 

computer. 

category 7 includes only those staff listed in subsection 2.5.2 

above. 

Chapter 1 subsection 1.4 gives a full description of the 

various cost categories 

I·lost of the points made concerning the corresponding table on St 

Vincents Hospital can be repeated with regard.to this table. Again 

labour costs make up more than half of the total Biochemiestry 

expenditure during 1983 and Reagents etc. is the next most costly item 

absorbing 27.6% of the total costs. Expenditure on category 6 is 

significantly higher th~n for the corresponding category in St 

Vincents Hospital; this is mainly due to the additional costs incurred 

in operating the computer. There was no expenditure in category 4 

(Hajor Equipment) during 1983 and consequently this category does not 

figure as a percentage cost. However, as was the case with St. 

Vincents Hospital this does not give the true picture regarding costs 

in this category; Given a .bench life of about. 7 years for the 

equipment presently in use in the Biochemistry Labora·tories and a very 

approximate estimation of the total replacement cost at between £.0.6m 

and £.0.7m the annualized percentage cost would be in the region of 6% 

of total expenditure. 
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Future Development of the Biochemistry Services 

The St. James Hospital Biochemistry Laboratories are part of 

the central pathol'ogy unit set up in 1981 to provide a 

pathology service for all seven Federated Hospitals. In line 

with the plan to centralize all pathology services at st. 

James' Hospital the pathology laboratories of the other 

Federated hospitals were to close down, and all specimens 

forwarded to St. James for processing. However, since then, 

emergency biochemistry laborator~es perfonning a limited 

number of tests have sprung up in three of the other six 

Federated Hospitals. 

As a laboratory St. James Pathology is unique to SOme extent 

in Ireland, first of all because of its role as a centralized 

laboratory serving a number of hospitals and secondly because 

of its sheer size in comparison with other laboratories. The 

large test volume of St. James Biochemistry Laboratories 

necessitates a very high degree of automation as well as a 

clear division of the workload between the four separate 

laboratories within the biochemistry area. The large volume 

of tests being handled by the laboratory also makes the . 
system very amenable to computerization. At present the 

Biochemistry Laboratories are partly computerized to the 

extent that specimen details, for all St~C, Endocrinology and 

Drugs tests are logged on to computer when the specimens are 

received in the laboratory; subsequently the test results 

are processed and printed out by the computer. In time it is 

planned to computerize all of the Biochemistry Laboratories. 
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2.6.1 General Problem Areas 

The major problem affecting the St. James Pathology Unit and 

the hospitals which it serves is a communication problem. 

Firstly there is the problem in having to transport specimens 

from six of the Federated Hospitals to St. James and then 

having to relay the test results back to the doctors in the 

hospitals concerned. Dissatisfaction among doctors awaiting 

results of urgent tests originally led to pressure on the 

hospital authorities to provide emergency laboratory services 

in three of the Federated Hospitals. A computerized phone 

link between St. James and the other Federated Hospitals 

which will transmit test results directly from the Pathology 

Unit to computer terminals in the other hospitals is planned 

for the near future; when this system is operational it 

should significantly shorten the delay between the requesting 

of tests and the receipt of results. 

However there is another related problem which is greatly 

exacerbated by the centralized arrangement and that is the 

poor communicati~n generally between the laboratory and the 

hospital doctors making use of the service. In the case of 

most hospitals communication between laboratories and doctors 

tends to be poor even with the laboratory is situated in the 

main hospital building. However when the laboratory is some 

distance from the hospital site, as is the case with six of 

the Federated Hospitals, it becomes very difficult to 

establish any kind of relationship between those providing 

and those using the service. The situation strongly 

reinforces the tendency among many physicians to regard the 
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laboratory simply as a 'service' department with 

communication rarely getting beyond the level of the 
.'·i 

request/report form. It can work the other way also wi th tIl'€! 
, .. ' -~.( 

". c. 

laboratory management finding it difficult to effect 
"_ ',( Pi 

changes"" , ' 
} -

in the system smoothly since it finds itself dealing with a>. 

large number of doctors in seven locations; specific 

difficulties arise with the introduction of new tests, 

replacing old techniques with more modern methods, deleting 

.redundant tests etc. This whole problem of poor 

communication and its implications will be developed further 

in Chapter 4. 

2.6.2 The Future 

Iii th the centralization move and the setting up of st. James 

Pathology Unit the future course of St. James Biochemistry 

Laboratories has by and large been set. However if the 

growth in demand for the biochemistry services is to be 

curtailed in the Federated Hospitals it is imperative that 

lines of communication between doctors and laboratory 

personnel are developed. Given the present arrangement where 

the laboratory is remotely located from most of the doctors 

it is difficult to see hOI" any satisfactory level of two-way 

communication between doctor and laboratory can be achieved. 

St. J?mes Pathology does have one advantage in this area and 

that is the relatively large number of medical staff w6rking 

in pathology, many at a junior level. These junior 

pathologists would have a key role to play in promoting 

contact between the laboratory and user doctors particularly 
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newly employed junior doctors. In adc1ition such doctors 

entering the system shquld be encouraged to visit the 

laboratory and to become acquainted with the general workings 
, 

of the 1.llboratory along with meeting the senior labora tory 
! 

personnel. Furthermore since junior doctors are entering the 

system with each rotation it might well be in the interest of 

St. James to organise six-monthly seminars the purpose of 

which would be to give an introduction to the laboratory 

services and to make junior doctors aware of any laboratory 

policy towards use of the service. 

There is a growing tendency in medical circles generally to 

have the analytical facilities as close to the patient as 

possible, not just for emergency testing but also for the 

purpose of regular monitoring of particular courses of 

treatment. This tendency is likely to create pressure to 

expand pathology services within the hospitals which are 

members of the Federation. This will not simply involve 

development of the existing satellite laboratories but is 

likely to involve the acquisition of analytical equipment for 

use on the hospital wards themselves. Such developments 

should be clo~ely monitored and should fit in with the 

overall policy of the Federation with regard to development 

of the pathology services in the seven hospitals. It is 

essential that the role of the St. James Pathology Unit 

remains clearly defined in relation to any satellite or 

localized services. 



Chapter 3 

Our Lady's Hospital, Navan 
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3. Our Lady's Hospital Navan 

Our Ladys Hospital Navan, Co ~leath is one of the four North 

Eastern Health Board hospitals. It is a general 

total of 199 beds mainly serving the 11eath area. 

hospital with a 

During 1983 

there was a total of 6,696 admissions to the hospital, 13,593 

patients attended the Out-Patients Department and a further 20,389 

were treated in the Accident/Emergency Department .. 

~ -, 

The Pathology Department of the hospital is comparatively small but 

is in the process of development and expansion. Because of its 

small size the Pathology Department is organised as a single unit 

covering all of the major pathology disciplines including 

biochemistry, microbiology, haematology and blood transfusion. 

The hospital does not employ a pathologist full-time but shares 

one with James Connolly llemorial Hospital, Blanchardstown, the 

pathologist working part-time in both hospitals. 

For the purposes of the study it was not feasible to fully 

,separate the biochemistry from the remainder of the laboratory 

except in terms of workload and automation. From the viewpoints 

of staff and costs it was found necessary to look at the whole 

Pathology Department. In the following s'ections pathology in 

general will be dealt with but particular emphasis will be placed 

on biochemistry. 

3.1 Pathology Laborato~y - Workload 

Our Lady's Hospital Navan Pathology Laboratory covers the four major 

divisions of pathology i.e. Biochemistry, Microbiology, Haemotology 

and Blood Transfusion. Histology examinations are not carried out at 

the hospital primarily because without a full-time pathologist it 

would not be very feasible. As a result all Histology specimens are 

sent to outside laboratories for analysis. The Pathology service in 

this hospital, as already mentioned, is still very much at 

developing stage and has expanded enormously in terms of test 

numbers performed over the past five years. The table belo~ gives 

an outline picture of how test numbers have increased. 
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Table 3.1 Growth of Pathology Workload over past five years 

/ 1979 1980 1981 1982* 1983 

Biochemistry ! 13,400 15,900 19,600 42,257 

Microbiology 6,371 10,BOO 33,200 24,485 

Haematology 19,200 22,300 36,500 48,444 

Blood Transfusion 5,025 5,012 6,952 7,461 

Totals 43,996 54,012 96,252 89,126* 122,647 

*Test numbers breakdown for 1982 unavailable at time of writing. 

The substantial increases in test numbers performed over the five 

year period are due ,to a number of causes including increased 

demand, additions to the range of tests carried out by the 

laboratory 'and a growing degree of automation in the laboratory. 

The effects of increasing the test range may be seen in the 

numbers of tests performed on specimens sent to outside 

laboratories which have fallen from 21,300 in 1979 and 26,900 in 

1980 to less than 10,000 in 1983. This fall is 'wholly 

attributable to tests which were formerly sent to other 

laboratories now being done in the hospital. 

It was hoped, to look at a sample month during 1983 in some 

detail. However more complete statistical records were available 

for 1984 and some new tests were introduced to the laboratory at 

the beginning of this year so that a sample month from 1983 could 

not be expected to, give a very true picture of the current, 

workload. Consequently February 1984 was chosen as the sample 

month for the purposes of the study. 

The total workload for February 1984 was examined in some detail 

and-broken down along similar lines to the other laboratories 

described. The following table gives the broad picture for the 

whole of Pathology in relation to the month in question. 
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Table 3.2 Breakdown of Pathology Workload for February 1984 

ITest Nos I Specimen Nos ISpecimen sent 

.1 Wards O.P.D. G.P. r Total Ito outside 

I laboratories 

Biochemistry 4561 1314 223 98 1635 202 

Microbiology 3176 865 73 266 1204 I 88 

Haematology 1582 749 96 172 1017 I· 8 

Blood Transfusionl 587 587 587 18 

Histology 121 

Totals 9906 I 3515 392 536 4443 437 

The most striking point from the above table is the comparatively high 

proportion of specimens sent to outside laboratories for analysis i.e. 

437 specimens or 9.0% of the total number of specimens received in the 

laboratory.· The percentage in the case of Biochemistry specimens is 

12.4% (202 specimens) which is quite high in comparison with the 

corresponding proportions for St. Vincents and St. James Hospitals. 

However this is to be expected considering the size of Our Lady's 

Hospital and the level of development of the Pathology Laboratories. 

The position relating to Biochemistry will now be examined in a little 

more detail. 

The full range of Biochemistry tests carried out in the hospital totals 

25 and 4-5 of these have only been introduced in the current year. The 

following table shows a limited breakdown of biochemistry test . . 
numbers performed during February 1984. 

Table 3.3 Breakdown of Biochemistry vlorkload by Test Type for February 

1984. 

Test I Urea I Sodium I Potassium I LCH IGlucoselAlJ<. I Creati - I Others l'Ibtal 
I I I I Phosphatase I nine I (17 tests) I 
I I I I I I I 

No I 9171 9111 911 2661 177 I 160 I 149 I 1070 I 4561 
% of 120.11 20.01 20.0 5.81 3.9 I 3.5 I 3.3 I 23.4 1100.0 
total I I I I I I I I 
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As with the other hospitals urea, sodium and potassium are the 

tests which dominate the table, between them making up 60.1% of 
! 

the total test numbe,rs. All other tests are well below 10% of the 

total with only one other test greater than 5%. As with the 

prev.ious cases test numbers do not necessarily reflect workload 

In the case of this hospital it is particularly obvious since 

approximately 95% of the tests carried out are automated to some 

degree and the remaining 5% are almost fully manual; this 5% makes 

up significantly more than 5% of the workload in terms of time and 

labour consumption. 

3.2 Automation/Mechanization 

The biochemistry mechanization in Our Lady's Hospital includes the 

fOllowing: 

Cobas Bio Analyser 

Corning 430 Flame Photometer 

Radiometer Acid-Base Analyser 

Corning 920 Ion Selective Electrode 

Gamma Counter (on temporary loan) 

The first item of equipment listed i.e. the Cobas Bio Analyser is 

the main workhorse of the Biochemistry section being utilised for 

approximately 55% of all test numbers representing 19 tests from 

the full range of 25. Broadly speaking the Biochemistry side of 

this laboratory would be .regarded as' being quite highly mechanized . - . . . -
since only -5% o'rles's cif test' numbers are carried out using fully 

manual techniques. 

3.3 Staff 

The Pathology Laboratory employs a staff of 7 including the 

following grades: 

1 Technologist (employed since end of 1983) 

4 Basic Grade Technicians 

2 Laboratory Aides " 
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In general there is on~ Basic Grade Technician assigned to each 

major division of the Pathology Laboratory. In addition one of 

the Laboratory-Aides gives assistance full time with 

Biochemistry. 

3.4 Expenditure 

The Pathology costs for 1983, in relation to the whole laboratory 

are recorded in broad terms by the North Eastern Health Board. A 

breakdown is available under the following headings. 

Table 3.4 Breakdown of Pathology Expenditure for 1983 

Category £ % of total 

1. Direct Pathology Expenditure 69,600 32.3 

2. Service Contracts 39,000 18.1 

3. Major Equipment 47,000 21. 8 

4. Wages/Salaries 60,000 27.8 

Total 215,600 100.0 

It is interesting to note that wages and salaries only constitute 

27.8% of the overall Pathology expenditure, proportionately a good 

deal less than labour costs for the BiOChemistry Laboratories of 

St. Vincents and St. James Hospitals. It is not possible to give 

a full and accurate breakdown of costs between the laboratory 
, 

sections, however an estimate- will be made of the share of -_ total 

costs taken up by Biochemistry based on the following 

assumptions. 

The expenditure category 'Direct Pathology Expenditure' 

includes chemicals, glassware, plastics, disposable items, 

equipment parts and other miscellaneous items for most of which 

the biochemistry area will have a significantly larger share 

than the other areas of the laboratory. It is estimated that 

Biochemistry might be responsible for approximately 60% of the 

expenditure in'this category. 
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In the case of category 2, 'Service Contracts' it would seem 

reasonable to assume that since Biochemistry possesses roughly 

two thirds of the' laboratory equipment it would also incur a , 
similar fraction/of the total cost of service contracts to the 

laboratory. 

For category 3, 'Major Equipment', once again an average annual 

cost has been computed based on the full replacement cost of 

the Biochemistry equipment and a useful bench life of seven 

years. 

For category 4, 'wages/salaries' it is possible to calculate 

the proportion taken up by Biochemistry based on the annual 

salaries of a Basic Grade Technician and a Laboratory Aide. 

The resultant table of estimated Biochemistry costs is as 

follows 

Table 3.5 Breakdown of Biochemistry Expenditure for 1983 

Category % of total 

l. Direct Pathology Expenditure 41,760 41. 2 

2. Service Contracts 26,000 25.6 

3. Major Equipment 15,700 15.5 

4. \~ages/Salaries 18,000 17.7 

Total 101,460 100.0 

Once again the statistic which stands out foremost in this table is 

the percentage of the total attributable to wages and salaries. 

There would seem to be no comparision between the figure in this 

case of 17.7% and the corresponding percentages for St. Vincents 

and St. James Hospitals, both of which are in.excess of 50%. An 

important point to make regarding this table is that it does not 

include the cost of tests sent to outside laboratories, a cost 

which would be relatively high in the case of Our Lady's Hospital 

in comparison with the two larger hospitals and likely to be in 

the region of £50,000 for 1983. 
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3.5 Future Development of the Pathology Serv ices 

The Pathology Laboratory of Our Lady's Hospital, Navan, is 

still more or less'at a developmental stage, gradually 

expanding its' range of tests, modernising its test methods 

and so on. f10st of these changes have occur red wi thin the 

past two years or less. Up to relatively recently the 

hospital was sending a large proportion of its tests to 

outside laboratories, mainly the U.C.D. r.1edical Laboratory in 

Dublin, at a substantial cost annually. However over the 

past year or two the proportion has decreased significantly 

as the Pathology Laboratory introduced a number of new tests 

to its range, mainly tests which were being requesting often 

enough to justify the additional costs of equipment, 

reagents, labour etc. necessary to perform the tests. 

probably the most important new tests being carried out in 

Our Lady's Hospital, Navan, which were not carried out 

formerly are a number of Radio,immunoassay (RIA) tests which 

require specialist reagent kits as well as fairly 

sophisticated equipment. However these tests were being 

requested on a big enough scale by hospital clinicians to 

justify the c~mparatively high costs involved. Similarly for 

all tests, unless they are being requested in sufficiently 

high numbers it is probably more cost-effective to continue 

sending them to outside laboratories. On examination of the 

numbers and range of tests being se~t out at present by Our 

Lady's Hospital, Navan, it is almost definitely true to say 

that the point has been reached where it would be difficult 

to defend on economic grounds setting up the necessary 

facilities to do any of these tests in the hospital 

laboratory. 
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However it mu st be remembered that Our Lady's Hospi tfll, 

Navan, is one of four hospitals in this region being 

administered by the North Eastern Health Board. All four of 

these ho~pitals have pathology laboratories at varying stages , 
; 

of ,development and all four send significant numbers of tests 

to laboratories outside the region. So although it may not 

make economic sense to introduce new tests on the basis of 

request numbers from one hospital it might well be possible 

to justify it on the basis of request numbers from the four 

hospitals. This would mean setting up facilities to do 

selected tests in one of the four laboratories to provide a 

service for all of the four hospitals. This proposition has 

been discussed to some extent at meetings between the North 

Eastern health Board and representatives of the hospitals 

concerned. The general plan would be to develop certain 

areas in each of the four laboratories e.g. all specialised 

Biochemistry tests would be performed in Navan, a'll T,.B. and 

Rubella tests at Cavan etc. This arrangement should in 

theory suit all four hospitals and also the Health Board 

itself. The r~sultant benefits should include decreased 

turnaround times between request and report as well as net 

savings in the overall pathology costs. HO\~ever it is very 

important that in deciding which tests to develop and where, 

the opinions of the laboratory staff, both medical and 

technical, are sought and taken into consideration. A 

particularly important factor would be the specialist 

discipline of the technician-in-charge in each laboratory" 

which should have a significant influence on the choice of 

tests to develop in that location. 
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Chapter 4 

General Discussion of Pathology 
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4 General Discussio~ of Patholoyy 

This ChilptCf' 'Nill disCUSG Patholo'.JY in Ireland in a broilc1 sense 

with re<]ar'1/ to current pro~lems an,l likely fllture ,levelopment 

but '"ith refen,nce to the fin'lings in th'" three hospitil1fi 

inclutle,l in the study. rtuch of the material inclurled in this 

chapter arose from di scus!> ions ,·/i th those encountered duri n'l 

the course of the !>tudy inclu,lin,] laboratory staff, rnerlicill 

personnel and arirainistrative staff. In addition reference will 

be ma,.!e to papers rclatin<J to this <Jeneral area publishe,l in 

medical journals in recent 

discussion will folIo'. the 

years. The <Jeneral forma t of the 

saIne series of headings used 

previously includin<J worklo'lds, staff. automation and costs and 

'Nill conclude with a general look at the future development of 

the .laboratory services. 

4.1 \/orkloads: The ,~or)~lo"d of any 'liven la!)oriltory is a function 

of a numoC!r of variable.; inclu,Hng the number of patients in 

tile hospit'=3.1, the typeD and severity o£ the illnessGs bein:J 

trea terl in the hospital, the lloc tors ther;1se 1 ves, t11e 1 eve 1 of 

service provillerl by the laboratory ancl the usage level ~y 

sources outside ihe hospital. Because all of these v3!"ia'"Jles 

can be very different from one hospital ·to another it can be 

difficult to make valid compa.risons bet\·II~enhos"itals. .".t the 

same ti'ne since many of the variables are reallily itlentiF..i.1hle 

and measurable,' comparisons can be useful in hel,)in'] to gauge 

t'ne influence of se18cted variables such as, for exaIn?le, t'he 

effect of the lev,el of service provic1etl ·by the laboratory. 

'I'heseco1ld point concerning laboratory '."orkloiid is that, as an 

entity, it is quite ijifficult to define an~ to ,3easure. It is 

most cOlomonJ.y measured in terms of test numbers \·/h ieh 

u.llfortunately are not a good yardstick for the purpose of inter-

l~, " . . . . uDOr()tory cOHlparlsons 51'nee the techn'lqu~s ant] ~nstrumentlon 

used have a bi,] influence on the time and labo'ur recjuired for a 

given test. I\s methods viJ.ry greatly bet'leell laboratories test 

numbers can be very misleacling ..1.5 a reflcc"tion of actual 

'Iorkload. However, test numbers are a measure of laboratory 

throughput or output. Given that the tllree laboratoric~ 
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included in the stucly all serve hospitals -"ith a 'Jooe] lru:< of 

\jeneral medical and !;ur'Jical "arcl.,; it mi\jht be intC!rcstin'J to 

cOI:tpure Biochemistry test numbers carrie(l out on in-patients 

durin'] the Inonth studied with the level of admissions. 7he 

follo"in\j table -sho\'/s the.! comparison. 

Table 4.1 Comparison of admission and test numbers bet',oeen 
hospitals. 

1St. 'Jinccnt I 5 I l'ederilted 
I :Iospi tal I 1I0!;pitals 

:)ur Lady's 
Hospi ta 1, 
~1aViln I I (S t. James's) 

In-Patient I I 
Test Hos. I 30007* I 120992* 
(one filOnth) I I 

I I 

4010* 

,\veracje I I 
110nthly I 1588 I 4230 558 
l\dmissions I I 

I I 
Avera\jc I I 
,·10. of I 19.7 I 20.6 7.2 
7estS per I I 
Admission I I 

*Include~ specimens sent to Qutsilie lal)oratories. 

Althou<]h the fi<]ures sho\on above ar'~. base.} on avera'jes and iir", 

not exact nevertheless they are a <)ood indication of the levels 

of laboratory usage. Obviously the ,li f ferences bet\/f')en hosri tal!; 

in average numbers of tests per admission are quite 'Jreat, 

ranging from 7.2 in Our Lady's Hospital, ~'i.ivan to 19.7 in 

St. Vincent's Hosi)itals to 28.6 in the FederateL1 Hospitals. 

There ure (-\ number of influences at ?lay in hrin,]ing ahout these 

differences and in the discussion which follo'..,s an attempt './i1.l 

be made to tease out the d~ninant influences. 

7he important vuridbles "/hich would be ex;>ecte,l to influencl~ the 

magnitude of the tests/ad,nission ratio are firstly the nature of 

the illness~s beinCJ treatec.l, secon,lly the relative experil~nce ;'1ncl' 

cjen~ral attitudes of the doctors themselves re\jox'iin<] the use of 

tests and thirdly the tYge of service offen"l by the laboratory. 

For the Fed~rate(l IIospitals and St. Vincents's !IospitLll one \ooulc] 

expect the effects of the first t\OO variables to be :;imilar in 

both since the t\OO are genr~ral hospital system,; trcatin\j a wide. 

range of conditions an,] also they are both te.ichin9 hospital.s 

employing all medical grarles from i!l.terns to .consultants. If 
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the:;u vuriable:; ure:: :;imilar then the v~riation in the Si.2c~ of 

thi,; rotio bet .. ",en the t,/o hospitals must be attributable to :{ 
','rIo 

c1iffercnces in the putholo'JY ucrvice" available in both. The',/: 
.r ••• .. ii 

major differences bet·./ean the two li1boratories, sillce both ofC"r"" 

similllr ranges of test::;, lien in the automation or. more 

specifically in the presellce of a S!!"C analyser in St James's 

Putholo,]y Laboratory; there is no e~'luiv"lent autoraation in St. 

Vincent' s. ~he SIII'IC is designed to carry Ol1t test profiles 

.~.: 
, 

':.: 

rather than inuivicllJal te,;ts and the tests which it perfor;.,s nne 

nonnally"requested as part of a test profile rather than a" 

indivielual tests. On the other hanel St, Vincent's l3iochemistry 

Laboratories <10 not offer test profiles in the sarole lIay since the 

nature of the automation is oriented more to .... ,ards specific t.est5 

and ,loctors as a .result are 'narc inclined to orrler single "tests. 

Naturally the habitual orJerin,] of profiles ,/ill significantly 

increu se the number of tests per fanned in a given labora tory utle 

to the increase in averd,]e num1)ers of tests bein'J performecl ::>cr 

patient. The I~Ost important question to ask concernin] this 

phellornenon is '.;hether the stan,lar-l of patient citre is inc<'<'osed 

as a result of the greater use of laboratory tests. The ilnSYJ8.r 

is proballly not. However, what is hal)peninCj, and this is 

supporteu lly sinilar finc1in']5 in other coulltries, is that doctors 

tend to have an enl1anc(~d dependence on laborCito!="y tests \"/here ,a 

machine such oS the Sill\,C can perform a series of profiles in a 

relatively short time. Consc(]uently. a hi']h perforr:lance 

laboratory can cause a shift. in emphasis al"'y frohl clinicul 

exani na tions tOHa r:ls ']rea ter use of pa thol0:JY tests for general 

clinicill purpoGes" Unfortunately Hhat is inclined to happen is 

that doctor,; use the laboratory service for ,lata-,]athering rather 

than for purely ,liagnostic and treatr.lent lOonitoring purposes. 

This is most likely to be the case Ivi th junior doctors in 

teachin,] hospitills Hho are eilger to pleilse their superiors by 

ordering a ran'je of tests on nellly atlnittecl patients; in adelition 

junior eloctors will tenc1 to rely on laboratory results to a 

greater extent cor;'paretl ,lith their superiors clue to relative 

incxpt!rience ilnd la.ck of confi.lcnce in their 0'-"11 clinical 

ability. 

Althou'Jh the factors cited above hilve contribute,l ilncl arc 

contributing to the <jeneral pattern of increasing test numbers 

prouill)ly the Gin<jle mo!;t importilnt cause of this phenomenon over 
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the po.:3 t decade, or so has l?ccn the I)'rt-.!iltly decreilSet.l tur'naround 

tilaes bet',wen test re'juest ilnc! test result. ExpE~ri~IH.:e in 

myric,,] laboratories hils shQ\~n that the shorter the liKely c]e1.1Y 

bet'Hean the /lC)ctor ouerinl) il test (lnu receivinu the r(~sult the 

mor" lrke ly the doctor wi 11 onIer tha t pa rticlJ 1.:1r tes t, anll hence 

the more fre<juently that test will !)'" rec_ju,~sted 'Jenerally. 

explains the cOIIII:lonly observe,1 p]1Cnol.1t1non that as soon as a 

c~rtain test \'/hich was previously s.cnt to un outside labortory 

becolnes available in the ilospital itself the request Illllnh9rS for 

.that test increa-se uramatically. Similarly I'/llen newly aC'luire<l 

equipment suudenly cnuses the turnarounli time for a given test to 

fall from three days to one day the laboratory ,,,ill finrl a 

significant 'Jro\"th in the numbers of that test being order?r.l. It 

is this factor of shorter turnaround times v/hich is the ",ost 

likely ex£,lanation of the much smallel:' numbers of tests per 

patient 

co~parec 

rer.jueGted in Our Lady' s !Iospi tal :la'Jan (see table) 

-./i th the other two hos£,i tals in the sttldy. of 

3iocheillistry tests performed in Our Lady's nosl,ital :Javan is" 

-great deill smaller than tIle other t"o ilospital.; so that '-luite a 

number of tests are sent to outside laborat~ries. In addition 

many tests are not :>erforme,] _on a r?gular daily basis in this 

hos[.>i tal so that the number of tests Vlhere the turnaroun:] til:le 

time is one day or less is quite s~all. Conse,]uelltly, far fewer 

tests tend to be ordered relative to total patient llurnbers tllan 

in hositals \/ith -I;'Ore advance:] laboratories. In hospitals 

genera lly this IIhole si tLlation creates the piirudox \~herby the 

technology \;hich was ori'Jill'llly cleveloped to help cope '",i til 

increiising Vlor%loa,]s actually causes the rate of.increase t~ be 

accelerateu thus necessitating the aC<juisition of more 

sophisticated e:jUipr.lent to ueal "ith the ne\; volume and SO on. 

It can be argued of cour~e that the cliniC'll relevance of a ']iven 

test rece,]es with the len']th of the turnaround tirne.,and the 

lon,]er it takes for a result to COUle hack the less helpful it is 

for the doctor and the patient. However, this can only he the 

caGe when the result of tile test is nce,Iel] quiCkly for the 

purposes of fine tuning a particular course of treatlnellt and this 

is surely not sufficient explanat.ion for thc hU'jc growth in test 

numbers over the past ueca(]e as \Jell as the si']nificant 

eli f fe rellCCS betwcen hospi tal S.·~ "": , 

Numerous papers have been pUblished in medical journals clcalin<j 

with this problem of increased test numbers and pOSSible >nethoc]s 
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of controlling it. !Jenson (1900) emphasises the chall'Jc in 

clinical di'''Jnostic :nethod from bcin'l problem (or niscase) 

oriclltc(l to bcinU c.1atn. oriente(l c1.11(1 founel no rel<J.tion::,hip between 

the nUI,lber of test resul ts and the lenuth of hospi t.~l stay. 

Connelly anel Steele (1900) cite" coron<lry care! study ,,,hen" tl'" 

numbcr of bioche,ostry tests had inCeClGecl 20- fold over the past 30 

years yet there .... as no si<]nificilllt ch<ln'le in the lengt,h of .stay 

or in-hospital J:1ortality_ ':'hc s:J.fi1e paper criticizes the 

indiscri"<lte use of 'Jeneral test profiles as being an importilnt 

source of labora tory misuse. Leonard et al. (1975) concludee] 

that the use of biochemical profiles simply increilsc,l the number 

of pathology requests vIi thout any n?teworthy improvement in 

over"ll patient care. l\ stwJy carrie,] out in t"o Dublin 

hos[,itals by J\jeel and llcCormick (1984) and e]c<'Iling exclusively 

"'i:th haelilatolo'JY tests founel little 10Uic on the part of doctors 

in orderin'l re~eat tests on patients; 37% of the re~eat tests 

follov/ed an initially norclal resul t ,.ffi il e only 8. r,% of the re,)ea t 

teots ~lich followed abnormal results "ane a nifference to 

patient mana'Jernent. 7he finc1inus of this last study ,",ouIe] seem 

to lend su[)[>ort to the idea that """ny ,loctors t"ke a rlatil

oriented rather than a problem-orienteu approach to using the 

patlloloSY service. 

So \·,hat conclusions can be arrivec.] at concernn<J the c;:;'l..lses of t.~1C 

continued gro .... th in test numbers 'HId ways of controllil:g it? 

One fairly certain 'v/ay of slav/in,] the ']i"OI'/th of test numbers 

~lOuld be to lh11t all laboratory development incluflin,] putting a 

stop to the ncqui~ition of new or more moelern ee]uipment thus 

causing an e<jui libriun to Come about between capaci ty and (]"'Io<l!)d. 

However, the side effects of such a move v/ouln be nrastic in the 

extreIne <Inc] it coulu fiVer be seriously considerec], 1\ more 

positive \'dY of clealing \-lith this probler,) ~/O'lln be. to tilckle it 

at source i.e. the uoctors. Since all tests ori'Jin'Jte froln 

eloctor,; it is t'ney w"o maintain final control over test numbers 

and it .... ill take a stron~ commitme,l1t on their pnrt to restrict , 
the eJro\'/th. It is pro!)ably not rC!alistic to tillk about 

'substantial cutb<lcks in total numbers of tests being requesteel 

and it is I!lore~ likely a Ciloe of 'maint''linin'J numbers <It their 

preo'~llt level or at least holclin,] the 'Jrowth at a minim"l r"te~. 

The eloctors will need to be lnade fully 'MarC" of the problem <,nd 

be convinceu of the worth .... hilcness of controiling it. One 

stumbling block to the implementation of this is the poor level 

" . 
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of communication which tenus to exist betl~een doctors an,l their 

pi! tholorJY labor" tor i es. If ,Joe tors arc to lien i t test numbe rs it 

~Iill ce rtaip Iy help if the level of conGlIl t<l tion bct'._een c1octOl-
I 

an,l laborilt'ory is i:ni,roved, $nce it woule! lessen th" numb •• r of 

unnecessilry tests bein'J ordere,! as well as kecpinrJ doctors better 

informed regar,~in'J recent laboratory ,Ievelopments. 7!w whol" 

i!red of doctor-laboratory communication ~Jill be dealt witl! 

further in the section on ·CO$ts'. 

Ileasurement of lIorkload 

The problem of meusuring workload is a difficult one since, as 

mentioned above, "lOrkload i$ not a sitn~Jle function of test 

numbers performed but its meClsure':lent must also take account of 

the ,aethods used in the labora tory. 

711is problem was originally tackled by the Canadian ;\ssociation 

of patllologists in 1954 ~10 carried out a series of studies in Cl 

lluJ:lber of laboratories. They estimater! the labour content of cacr, 

test/techllique including specimen preparation nn:J clerical dllties 

associated with cae;, test. From these neaSllre:nents they 

assigned a fixed nUlaber of work units to each test, the nUl;Jber of 

\,ork units varyin<j accordiny to the methorl employed anJ one \Jor1: 

unit representing one person employed for ten minutes. 7he 

origtnal system has been reviscn a nW;lber of timcs since 1')54 to 

include new metho:Js and changing ".echanizatioll. 7he current 

syster.! assigns a value to each vlor:~ unit of one technician, one 

lab:.>ratory aiele and one clerk em;:oloyed for one ·minute 50 that Oil;:! 

unit of time and five units are equivalent to five minutes etc. 

The mnill probler.. ,~ith the Canadian system is that it has notb"cn 

revised often enough 

addition attempts to 

to keep up with new developrlents. In 

ap?ly it in Irish laboratories have found it 

to be unsu.i table for one r",;.Ison or. anoth.er probably because of 

the smaller avt;rage size of laboratories in this country <llon,] 

with differences in gr;,uin,) structur"s, staff responsil)i1.iti,8s 

etc. 

However, the idea of work units haG a stron,] theoretical apPc·ill 

an,j is probably the only way of achieving unifor,nity in 

'estimating true workload level,.. frOl(1 onc labor:ltory to another •. 

The North Eastern Health 110ard have ,,,a,~e an attcmpt to apply the 
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work units illea to the four lai)oratol'ies .,·lithin it,s control. 

The system used is a very strGi<jhtfor\,/ilnl one and ,1i<1 not involv'~ 

any time studies in the IGborHtori'c!G but ,~as simply ,1<J1:cell 

bet"lCen the l10ilrd and the ';enioL' staff of ~I)(! four laboratories. 

?lle system as applie~ 'ail1s tlle iloHr~, in estifniltin~ staff and 

other requirements for the laboriltories conc'erned. 

4.2 Staff 

Staffing levels in clinical laboratories have <jrovm significilntly 

over the past :leca<.1e in line with increases in pathology 

vlOrkloacls. It is very difficult to assess the 'appropriGte 

staffing level' for a '.liven IGboratory since this process is 

inextricably boun(.l up \."i th the uccurate m'eusurej~ent of \"'orkloads, 

deGlt with in tIle previous section. Should an operatiorial 

syste," of '%rl~ units corne into force its raain application "/ill 

be in the area of assessing staff requirements regarding the 

'number!:i and to some extent the grod8s of staff ~ppropriRte for 

a givell laboratory. 

Grading structures in clinical laboratories arce not simpl". At 

t>r~Se!lt the Depr.lrtment of Health reco:Jnises t:1ree sepa ra te sta f f 

series in clinical biochemistry labor;ltories 1. e. biochemists, 

technicians and lilbortory-aides \ ... hich ;naybe ,lescribed as 

fo110\'/s: 

(i) l1iochemists are university 'Jraduates 'jualifierl in 

biochemistry or, Chemistry. In clinical ~aboriltories t)ley 

fo1101-1 a grading str.llctur,~ I"Jhich incli.ldes the fo11o'ling 

grades in order of seniorty: 

TOp Grade Biochemist 

Principal Grade ~iochemist 

Senior Grade I3iochemist 

Basic Gracle Biochemi st 

.. 

(ii) ';'8chnicians are spccifically traineel in the Reuional 

Colleges of Technology Over G 3-5 year period to work in 

Iteelical Laboratory 1Inalysis. They follow a gril,ling seri.:!" 

which inclullcs the following" 'Jratles in orller of: seniority: 
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(iii) 

Chief Tecllllolo\jist 

Technolo'Jist 

Senior Gratlc Technic ian 

I3asic Gra~le Tcchllician 

Laboratory J\ides may have no for;""l trainin<] in 

."i, 

. :t:;~ 
"':~I~i}. 
., . 

labora tory work though ,"any compl e te a Olle year tra i n i'\g 

cOllrs e in one of the I~egional Colleges _of TcchnoloCJY· 

Laboratory aides are employed to carry out basic 

laboratory tasks and to <Jellerally assist the biochemists 

and technicians. 

laboriltory-aides. 

There is no pro«lotional outlet for 

The presence of .. three grauing structures Vlithin clinical 

laboratories leads to, ~t tIle very least, a certain de~ree of 

conf~lsion among staff, [,larticularly betlleen biochemists and 

technicians. At one ti~e it was the case that biochemists were 

:nore hi<]hly qualifier] tl,an laboratory techniciuns un,]" tende(1 to 

be taken on in supervisory positions. Jlowever in rece!lt years 

with the grauual upgratlin:J of the iie(lical L?boratory Techni<:iCtn 

qualification, soon to be 'Jiven full ue<]ree status, tile 

differences in training between the t,~o have been erorled. The 

pre:;ent system is that the t\~O yratling structures are oper£l.tecJ 

in parallel wi t'l a full over lap in du ties between correspon<li:1,) 

grades in the t\~o structures. However tl1C existerlce of two 

laboratory staff structures can lead to tension and 

dissatisfaction among staff particularly in tleci~ing who is 

~enior to wl10m. 

In the U.K. this particular ano',laly was solved by 'Jivit~'J official 

reco'jnition to one series of yra(les only, regardless of the basic , 
qualificat ions of the perGonnel concernee]. In other '(lorc1s the 

jolJ rather than the qualification datermines the grade. Given 

the present utlsatisfc<ctory arrat1'Jernent if \~ould sec,,, to be a 

reusonable move at this stage for the Department to review its 

\~hole approach to the <]rading of luboratory staff; optimal"ly " 

nOM 'JraeJe \-Iould be created to re;:>lace laboratory technicians and 

biochemists re5ulting in a sin,)le stream of <]r;tUe5 and not t-wo 

rnnning in parallel as there are at present. 
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Future stuffing needs in clinical l,lboratories may ',veIl turn out 

to be qui te ci i f ferent (rom those CL!rrently prev'lilin,]. lli til 

the incrcasin'J sophistociltion of automated cquipment the c]cm,).n,1:. 
i 

on the operiltor arc becocoin<] 'Jreiltly simplified: this will 

inevit'lbly me"n a slo.,in'] up in the decnunc1 for hi'Jhly ijualifie(1 

personnelanrl a growth in the c)euand for lo' .• er <]ru(1e st"ff such 

as Laboratory-Aides. In addition ti)e increase.] use of cOlnputers 

in laboratories may create a need for staff '·,ith computet' 

tr-'iining e. ']. key !'lunch ope ril tors. 

4.3 Autolnation/i lechanization 

The past decade has seen u. revolution in L~horiltory e4ui~)!:lent 

re'jdl."<ling boti) the rnnse and sophistication of the equip",cnt 

availabl,~. The greater ra.n~e of e'1uir>ment, to(Jether '.'Ii th the 

number of C'l("lIIical kits no", on the ,""rket, has not onl1' 

facilitated lahoratories in expanding the ran']e of tests ",hie;) 

they carry out but has allOlved the,n to cater for much lOlrger test 

numbers than .-JU"S .:.)r~viollslj feasible . The use of illod,:r-n 

. analysers capahle of handling a larger number ~f specimens in a 

short time has meant a «]reatly improved laboratory service 

particularly from the doctors point of vie'd since results for tll", 

most i,nportant tests can nO\. be provided very quickly by the 

laboratory. In addition to the decreased turn'iround t.imes for 

almost all tests the use of l:lechanize:l equirment has r~eant·, in 

general, (Jreatly iHlproved accuracy in test res··Jlts and \·,'ith the 

extensive use of quality control methodG the level of accurdcy 

is bein,] i:nprov"ed cont.inually. Bioche:~istr1 in particula~ l\ns 

benefited greatly frota the increased lIlecilanization and in most 

hospitals ",ould be the area rna.J~in<] the greatest UGe of .ncchanized 

eClui~)mellt for perforl:linCl the analyses. 

The ",ajor items ,of autorn~ted equipment for descriptive purposes 

may be grouped into a series of classes un,)er the (ollo;'ling 

headinCls: 

(i) specializec) ",achines de"i<]ne(l to perform one or two 

specified tests, 

(ii), analysers capable of carrying out a ran']e of tests,o.lt 

not continuously: these ",,,chines Hlust be pri:Jned by the 

Operator between different test run:1. 
-" ,-:' c. '1- •• 

(':." 
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(iii) analyser.:; ··cClp.~ble oE performin') a range o[ tests on th~ 

Sllrnc .sample so that the time spent priminC) ond pr0purint] 

the machine is minimill; at pre!;cnt the onl.y ",a.chine in 

this category in use in Ireland is the 5111\C of ,,~,ich 

there are just tHO or three in the country (see Chapter 2 

Section 1). This <livision ;nilY be somewhat artiEicial 

an<l there will be a small nUEther oE machines fClll.i.nrJ 

bet\;/ccn the cate(jories as llefined: however the number of 

machines <loin') so , .... ill be comparCltively small. 

Category (i') Ilachines are in 'Jeneral use in most clinical 

biocheraistry laboratories and include flame photometers for 

rneClsuring so<1iUJ:l and potassium, 'Jlucose anlilysers [or estimation 

of ')lucose and so on. lIany of these machines re'luire a ')ooc1 

deal of operator attention while the tests are in progress 

(notable exceptions to this an~ some highly autoJtlated flClr~e 

photometers currently aVClilabe) anc1 SO ,,,oulc1 not be (lescribed ,'IS 

true autornation. In other 'wor']s the labour-savin~l benefits of 

much of tIle equipment ill this category ten<l to be s8all. 

Ho~/ever they have contrihuted greatly to laboratory precision and 

accurilcy. furthermore the ca[>ital cost of these machines is 

generally lo~/ in co;nparison "i th r.achines in the other t,·/O 

categories. 

Category (ii) machines are to be found in almost 2.lt laboratories 

except those · .... i th sr'lall bioche:~istry 'IOr;';'loa,]s. 1I.t present the 

most popular machine in this cate~ory is one caller] the Cobas 

l3io, manufacturecl by noche, "hieh is used in lalxJratories 

throu'lhout Ireland. This machine CilJ1 be programrn~~:] to process 

a very "'ide ran~e of tests, in fact Inost of the Common 

biochemist ry tests, bu t is really only capClble of han,lling sf:>all 

to modera te si zed wori<loads. In addition this ITIilchinc needs 

a good deal more operator attention than the mac:,ines in cat'~'l<?ry 

(iii) • IIm-levt!r a machine such as this can <16a1 very effectively 

.with a lar'Je [)roportion of tte ,]aily '-Ior):load'in the aver .. rJe 

si~ec1 hiochemistry laboratory (see Chapter 3). In terms of 

capital cost these m)cllines average frolil L50,000 to .C90,000 about 

four times the cost of most rnac·hines in category (i). 

Cate~ory (iii) machines are desi r,1ner] for laboratories ~/ith very 
~ . . 

lar'lc '-Iorkloa ds such as St. James Pa tholo']y Lah(Jra tory. 1I.s 

mentioned abov(~ the only machine'in this catc90ry in usc in 
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This rruchine has twenty 

seL'C!rab~ channels allowineJ up to t\~enty separate tests to be 

perfonnetl sc,]uent-ially on tht~ same specilncn. However for a 

given specimen it is not possible to select particular teste; 

shoul .. 1 the full 'ran']e of tests not be rr''luireel. It is only 

posGible to reduce as a \1hole the:' number .of tests carrie,1 out on 

all specimens· procesGerl by shutting down one or more channels on 

the machine. For example St. James Biochemistry Laboratory J1'lve 

shut down one of the channels on the S:II\C as it was not re<juirecl 

so that just 19 of the 20 available channels are used reglllarly. 

1\1tilOUgh the S:Il'.C "~ll perform the full range of tests on each 

specimen regardless it is posGible to be selective at the 

printout st<lge so that only these tests rec]uesteel by the doctor 

for each specimen will actually be printed out. It might 5Cei:l 

wasteful since the r.1achine is perforr~ing the tests one way or the 

other not to surply the doctor with all of the results Y,he~ther 

requested or not but there is a very important reason for not 

,loing so based on the follo«ing reasoning. It is an accepted 

fact that even in the case of a healthy in:1ividual, !,Jerformin<] a 

.large range of ch~nical tests is likely to unearfh a sliglltly 

alJnorlilal result ·....,hich is not indiciltive of a clinicill condition 

but ",hich may cause the <loctor to carry out a serie~s of 

unnecessary investigations. in all likelihood lending no·where. 

This pllenOI;)enan has become kno'dn in the Illec.lical literature at; the 

'Ulysses Syntlrome' (Denson, 19(0) and as a measure to'_,arrls 

avoiclin9 it results are returned to doctors only for those tests 

\~!lich are specificiilly requeste,]. In light of this it is 

interestin<] to look at the orclerin(J pattern for the 5!1!\C 

liiboratory in St. Jal~es Hospital (sec t'-ible 2.3). Por the month 

in question it :nay be seen that a total of 6311 specimens 

rF1presenting 77.4% of the specimens processe,l on the S:.IAC 

required full SlIl\C profiles (19 tests) thus allowin<] ample 

opportunity for the so-called Ulysses Syntlrome to proliferate. 

1\ second neC)ative si<le"-effect of the SIII\C is that doctors usin9 

it became ilccustolned to havinCJ easy access to il l'-lr(Je number: of 

b?sts and to dealin~ with profiles ~en'~ra11y rather than 

in,lividuCll tests so that · .... hen they Jnov'~ to other hospitals they 

expect a similar service. l'lith the high mobility of <loctors ill 

this country this becomes very important and has the effect of 

putti~9 increased workload prcnsure on laboratories not equipped 
with the 8:11\<;. 
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In spite of it" shortcomin:Js the S:IIIC is the only machine which 

coulu realL;tici\lly cope \~ith the wor);loacJ volu,oe of St. James'.';', 
'.' ,~ 

T""hori.tor-y an,] could only ue rp.t>lilcec] by a ser-ics of catc'lory :~'~ 
. . :' . :':-.I:~ 

(ii) analys<!rs. ll.eplilcin<] one machine with a nUl;lber of machi,)es . . . 
would inevitably cause administcl:ltivC! as vvell as other problcm~ .. 

lidded to this is the fact that in terms of cost per test the S;:II\C 
:.; 

tenc]s to be'> si']nificilntly cheaper to r-un but this is counterLalancec! 

!Jy the propensity of the Srllle to cre.:lte its mm 

srlllC to be relaced by a SE,l::c"s of category (ii) analysers the 

the 

likelihood is thilt the wor~loa(] in terms of test numb'~rs ,",ould 

SUbstantially clecrease. On the other hand operation of the 

smaller analysers is more labour intensive and hence more costly 

from t}l,~t point of vie\~. ';'he ideal anS\l(lr to this particular 

proble,o is of course a SrlAC or si:nilar machine capable of being 

fully 'selective in the tests it performs on eiich specimen so that 

the emphasis is taJ(en a·.,ay fr.ola profiles on to incliviclual tests 

encourilgil1] the doctors themselves to be more selective "'hen 

ordering tests . 

. In conclusion then there is no doubt that iClcr,~asec] :nechanization 

has auded significa'ltly to laboratury costs in terms of ca~ital 

cost, rUIlnin9 costs and mainteoClnC8 costs of the .:quipment. 

In addition loechanization has illcre.:lsed test numbers occlereci, and 

hence co>;ts, mainly by the effect of decreasin] avr;rage 

turnaround ti,nes for lneCl1anized tests. HO'.vever on the !?OS i ti vc 

side tOle meclrani~ell equi "went has per for:ne,] \-londers for quality 

control in laboratories, inereasin,]. the accuracy an:1 reliability 

of test results and llelpcc] enonnously in supply a generally 

irnproveu s~rvice. 

4.4 Costs 

Ther" is little doubt that the most stri~in9 feature about 

patholu'lY, a[)[1arent to anyone involved witll clinical 

la}JOr;ltories, has been tllC rapi,i incrcas~ in costs over reCcllt 

years. There \oJl!rc a number of reasons for t.his, most. of which 

have been tl(~;ll t wi tll to some ext"nt in the previous three 

sections. ~he follo\~in'J table shol'lS the over-all biochemistry 
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co>;t:; clurin<] 191)3 "for the thr",-, hOSl,it .. ls studied. In ,,,leli lion 

an LJVi.:ra'Je cos~ per test llnd an uvera.rJe COtit p(~r 

on tests cJOIl~ on inpatients) have becn c~;t.imated 

gClleral iclua of relative costs. 

a(]:nission ( based 
:(. 

" to 'Ji VI! a verY,1 
\<:,J:') 

Table 4.2 COlllpar i SOil of Biochcmi S t r-y cos ts between hospi ta 1 s ,~:, 
for- 1983 

St Vlncents 
lIospital 

£ 
'i'otal Iliochemistry 
costs 1983: 702,532.80 

Average Cost per 
test 1983: 1.76 

Average No. of tests 
per admission (see 
~able 4.1): 19.7 

Avera'le Costs of 
Si ocher"istry ?e r Allmi s s ion 
19S3: 34.67 

Federated 
Hospitals 
(St ,James) 

:.: 

1,199,465.60 

0.66 

28.6 

13.88 

Our LaJ"Y'"'s 
Hospi ta 1, 
~~avan 

£ 

101,460.00 

2.24 

7.2 

16.13 

'It is importiint to note that since laany of the fi<Jures i;1 this 

table are either estir.1ate!:i or are hasec] on montll1y sai1ll?le figures 

the averages shoul,j only be taken as " some\'lhat crucJe ,]ui,le to, 

relative costs. At the same time the av"ra<Jes quoted arc not 

likely to be very far from the true avera<Jes. 

From the tal~le it is interestin'l that the av,erage cost per test 

figures vary 4uite si<Jnificantly bct"leen St. Vinccnts aml the 
• 

Fe,ier-a tea hospi tals 'Hi til the former- almost three times the 

latter. Consc'juently the aver'!']e cost of pathol0<JY "er 

inp'ltient (a<1,"i5sion) is almost tl'lice in st. Vincents Hos[lital.s 

What it is for the Fc,lcrHted Hospit.als. The hi<Jh avera'J~ cost 

per test in St. Vincents Hospital is lar<Jely explainecJ by the 

cost of rUllnin<j the Cnc1ocrinolo'JY ancJ tluclear :le(licine 

labor-'ltories because of tile hi,]hly specialisecJ nature of tlleir 

analyses. If tile St. Vincents routine fJiochelnistry laboratory 

is taK.(!n alone the aver"<Je cost [ler test fCl.lls to (0.97 and the 

avera<Je cost per admission becolnes almost icJentical to the 

correspond in'] fi<Jure for.tlle Federated Hospitals. iIo .. "ever, thi~ 

is lIot the full explanation since the Fec1erHte,l lIospitals 

Biochemistry costs include the costs of the En(]ocrinolo<JY 
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Laborator.y which \~ould boast a similar levr~1 of specialisation 

as the Huclear ilerlicine ilnu possibly also thr~ En,]ocrinology 

lalloratories of St VinCcllts. , 
I 
I 

'l'akin'.l a closer look at hOli the total annual costs for tile three 

hosI'it,ds are hro):en dovln (see tables 1.20,2 .• 11, and 3.5) it is 

apparent in th8 case of St Vincellts and St James Hospitals that 
• 

the dominant cost is labour which nakes"'up just over half th,~ 

totnl cos ts in both C.:lses. For Our Lady IS Hospital, ".Javan 

hO'dever the estil1ated cost of labour for the [Hochemistry area is 

just 17. 7'!; of total costs. The most obvious explanation for 

this is the au,litional expense involver] in running iJ. sm'lll 

laboratory comp"rc'] with the I'lrrjer labor;,tories in terms of 

llaving to purchase cheloicals in small amounts, wastefulness of 

havinJ to run slOall batches of tests .on the rnr'lchines, as a sl1all 

outlying laboratory Ilaving to pay I.ore for service contracts ·etc. 

In adrlition tilere are savin']s on the labour sine since the amount 

of clerical/administrative wor~< is mini!:1al anu' can be taken care 

of by the technicians thenselvcs, an,l so savings are m".,le in not 

'having to em;:>loy clerical and administrative staff. 

In the t .... ·o lar'ler laborator.ies the sccon,l important cost category 

is chenicals at just belo\l 30% in both cases and although a. ful'l 

1)rea1cdown is Ilot available it is probable tllat it r~presents tlle 

sing Ie lnost important cost for Our Lady's Hospi tal :~"'v"n 

Biochemistry. Over relatively short ranges the cost of 

chelnicl.lls ",ii'l vary directly ,·,ith test nu;~bers. ~lo·."ever wi th 

large changes i~.test numbers other factors ",ill COr:1C into 

play. Firstly with large \·lOrkload.5 laboratories can make 

savin;]s by purchilGinJ chemicals in bulk. SeconLlly all J:'.3chines 

will be JOost economic to run ,·,hen they are being user] to full 

capacity; the IOCH;t expensive way to run a ma.chine is to 

continuhlly use .. it to process small hatches of tests as chemicals 

are lost in priming and standardising the e'1ui"ment prior to usc. 

Obviously in larger laboratories tllcre is gre~ter opportunity to 

use machines at or near full capacity. .'\ th i rrl poi n t. · .... h ich ''lit s 

mentioned ill the previous section, is that lnachilles vary in tIle 

type of chelaicals they usc and chenic.,ls costs can w>ry llu<jcly 

bl.!t\lCel1 a machine which U~~(!5 commonly avail;lblt;! rc.:HJcnts, easily 

purcl,as i:!cl in bul:c if recJuired, and u machine \.Jilich can only USI~ 
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spec.i.alisC?(l re.C:l']8nts prcpllr(~(l by the ITklch.inc I 5 rOo"lnu factl.lrer. 

These points re(Jarc1il1.fJ chelnico1.1 costs iJre very important \lJhcn 

clloo.;ill9 li'll)ot"atory e~luipJOent. In !).",rticular there is a need ror 

the worklona to .;uit the capacity of the etJ'.lipment chosen. 

71"" thinl lar'J,,»t cost cat.e'Jory is a']i'lin, the same ci.te<]ory for 

bot.h 5t. Vincent,; and St. JclTnes Hospitals i.e. IliscellaneoLls 

Expenditure of \~lIich the ,nos,t important element is the co.;t or 

For Our La<ly's Hospital navan 

the cost of eCluii),!lCnt maintenance antl repair is estimat811 at a 

massive 25.6% of total costs compared with be,t"leen 5% - 7':'; for 

both of the other laboratorL~s. However, regardl"rJ5s of the 

percentages, in absolute terms ~le costs involved for each 

laboratory are quite significant. It is felt by ",any labora tory 

p,er.;onnel that the cost of equipment service is relative hi']h and 

that, there coulcl ',·/Gll be rOOI:1 for improvel~ent in this areil. 

Part of the problem is thilt one equipment SUPl)ly firm arpears 

to have a virtual monopoly for most of the major mal; .. "s am] noel..,ls 

of pat110109Y eOluipl',ent re9ardin,] both sup;>ly a;),] service. an,'1 t!lUS 

,can co,nmand a hi<]her ;::>rice than mi9ht be char<]ed in a l:lorr" 

co:npetitive l~ark9t. Smaller hospitals in particular would be 

prone to suffer in this tyre of si'.:.ua'.:.ion since they possess 

little or no bar9ainin,] power. Larger laboratories on the other 

hand, as the} purchase r.lore cquip:nent lt1()rc often, -3.re in a better 

bar'Jaining position and as a' result pay less for maintenance and 

repairs. 

The final cost cnte<Jory \~hich shoul,1 be considerel] is 

that of ilajor !::quipr.lent. l\s mentioned in previous chapt'~r,; the 

annual cost of equi:xnent is a fairly meaningless fi<Jure since the 

cost of equip,nent only actually acccues in the year of purch.:lse 

and i.; not shO\~n 'as a cost in the 'lccounts for subsc'juent years. 

',lost patholo,]y equipment has a vlorkin'] bench life of about seven 

years on avera<Jc and so the co,;t i.; more accurately shown by 

spreadin<] tile capital cost of the machine over a seven year 

No""days althou<Jh a lot of emphasis is placed on the 

capital cost of machines, particularly by those attcltlpting to 

control hospital expenditure, in mo~t cases the CO$t of runninrJ, 

In<1intainin<] an.] repairin'] c'luipmcnt in the first two years or 

operation runount to a <]ood deal more ~lan the ori<]inal capital 

outlay e.,]. the annual cost of rC.:l<]ents an,] service for the Sill\.C 
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in st. .Ja.~es ho<;pital is almost .~qual to the ori(Jin~\l c;,!lit~l 

co<;t of the machine 'It t·ime of purch~se three years a<)o. ./{, 
.'""', 
; ;~;( 

·,·:~7h 
Control of Costs ~~c 

--; 

In the introuuction to this stuuy the 
. , 

IX) 1. nt .w':J S r.lane that the } 

cost of clinical laboratory services hag soared over the past 

.1ecad.~ liuinly ,Jue to rapidly rising demand for te.sts. The 

prev iou:3 section examined the main cost accCflintincJ ca tegor ies 

relevant to laboratories SUCll as labour, equipment etc. and 

attempted to analyse to some ueuree their contribution to overall 

costs. This section will seck to exarline metho.]s of controlling 

costs anu restraining the gro'~th in uemand. 

Laboratory costs can be influenced to an extent by rational in

hospital organisation anu ~lanning in relatio'l to the pathology 

services sup!:,ortef.l by eff'~ctive ,nanage!~ent at tlle lat)oratory 

level. From the .-)lanni.1') viewpoint the hospital adminstration 

nee,] to foster a co-oruinated approdch to the develop."ent of the 

.pathology services having projected future nee<ls over a five to 

ten year periou. It is essential that the functions of each 

laboratory arc clearly defined to prevent overlap in areas of 

\0/0 rk . Such co-orclinate<1 planning, in the case of Health Iloan1 

llos~itals, wOllld for I~any aspects be bast carried out at a 

regional level involvin] inter-llospital develo0aent of tlle 

patholoJY services. 70 be effective all ;->lanning shoul<1 be 

carried out in consultation with the ,,,edic,,l und luborutory staff 

of the hospital.· At the laboratory ;,,"nagement level cost 

control Cdn be ainecl firstly by or'janisatton of the daily 

workload <;0 that ,"achine time is 'use<l most efficiently; secondly 

by ensuring that nel. etJuipr.,ent is selecte<l to suit the job for 

which it is purch"'1ed; tl1inHy by tleveloping lines of 

cOIOr:lllnication between the ·laboriltory and the doctors un,l between 

the laboratory ilncl other laboratories within tile hOSflital in 

or~]er to minimise ullneces:;ary testinrJ: and finally uy simply 

beinu r.eason'lbly cost conscious. In relation to these points 

uncI especially \~ith r"g<1r.-l to the l.,st it should be stres,3ecl that 

during the course of the study the level of cost consciousness 

arnoll'J the senior laboratory staff "'<IS founc] to be co,wi"tently 

high, particularly in the larger laboratories. 
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It iG COI,1II10n pr'H::tic~ in the majority of hospit'lls to fix" 

bud<jet annuillly, for each laboratory based on expenoli tur~ in the 

previous yei1r. !-1m/ever, in most if not all cases this bll,I<]~t , 
is Hffeeti'l"ely controlletl by the hospiti'll administration so that 

labor, .. tory sti'lff an, not encour"'Je,) to maintain any kind of a 

c)iscretionary appro',ch to expenditure. St Ja:ncn 110spital is an 

exc'~ption to this treml in that control of tll'! laboratory bu,l<]ct 

is in the han,)s of the laboratory staff and it is probal)ly truc 

to say that this has the effect of creatin<] a hi']her level of 

cost COI1SciousIless amon,] the staff than mi<jht otherwise be the 

case. Obviously for hospitals ,Ihere this .is not the situation 

transfer of bud<jct cOlltrol is not so~ethin'J that could be 

aChieved effectively overni<Jht an,1 woule) involve a large degree 

of co-of>eration bet·./een the laboratory and the hospital 

adr.linistr"t.ion part.icularly for the first year. However, \,oJith 

pathology costs runnin<J at their current high level it is 

essential that contr·:>l of expenditure is placed in the 11an(ls of 

~lose Inalcing tlle cost-incurring (lecisio:1S, otl1~rwise effcctiv~ 

control becomes difficult if not impossible. In addition to 

,being a inore effect.ive system for cost control, it also illlo'",s 

laboratory managelnent to plan r.1Ore effectively in the kno"/le;]ge 

that savin<Js marIe in one area '/ill allm/ develop;;lent of another 

area anu so on. 

110\·/ever the ext.ent to which costs can be influenced by chilngcs 

in hospital and' laboratory mana~ernellt procedures is li,nited 

insofar as the greatest determinant of costs i.e. the size of the 

,·!Orr-load, is allnQst fully controlled oy the rloctors '/ho ocder 

the tests in the first instance. In oruer to impl'~r:lent any kind 

of effect.ive control on the rising demand for (and cost of) 

laboratory services it is vital that action is taken at source' 

Le. the level of the doctors usin~ the service. i\ number of 

papers dealin~ with solutiorls to tlle problem of rising costs have 

rea~lej similar conclusions. Carter et 0'11 (197·1) comment that 

. the C."1U3e for concern is not that the worklo":d is gro .... 'in:j but 

that. in chemical patholo'~y," the rate of (fro· .... th sug<Jests that .it 

is not. all clinically useful' ane1 !llso, 'only good cOlnmunicA.tion 

bet'"cen "arcls an,) lilbora tor ies wi 11 [;!ainta in anel increase 

criticill attitudes to;Jarrls re(jlfcsts and reports by l)oth 

clinicians and laboratory personnel'. ~he sa,ne paper 'Joes on 

to list the reasons '"hy unnecessary ,"ork ha" been. allowc(l to 

expand without question: 
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(i) II relucta.nce by ;,11 laboratory staff to question the 

rising wor%load 

( i i) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Poor critical eV:.Jlu;,tion of ne\1 tests 

Poor co lfim II 11 ica tion but\oJcen cl inici.:tns anrl !"borator ies 

Short.~ge of high calibre r:1ee]iCiil staff specialisin'l in 

PatholoCJY 

(v) Insufficient critical teaching at rnec1icnl uncler'ClnHluate 

level. 

I n another pape r Connelly ane] "teele ('1900) hie]hl iC]h t the overuse 

of laboratory Gervic;:es by eJoctors and mClke the point that '" 

critic;,l ap?roiich to test utilisation and interpretation Llust be 

conveyed to physicians in training if a lifelong pattern of 

effective resource utilisation is to be established'. 

Denson (19S0) observes that 'wit" respect to the clinical 

laboratory, ri:5inCl costs apr:>ear to be almost entirely attributable 

to expanrling utilis3tion ~nd irltroduction of !leV servicGs' alld 

concluc.1es '.1ith respect to control of costs and test numbers that 

'the ;nost effective 10n;3 term strate,)ies, though more r]eman,1ing 

of time and effort, lie. thrau')h lllO,li Eication ,ot: physicians behaviour 

throu')" the pa th'.1ays of education and research'. 

Finally in a paper giving a very det'lileel analysis of the! costs 

of a selected laboratory 7yeleloan et al (1983) reach the conclusion 

that' ,,'ne test-orJering !)hysician must be directly influenced to 

effect cost savings'. Th"re is little dou])t that the weie]ht of 

'thouc;ht on the \1hole r:tatt~r of controllinJ demand for tests see[;1S 

to point toviards influencing tlle e]octors retjuesting tlle tests. 

However, it mieJht be useful to attem:"t to dev·~lop the points 

enumerated by Carter et al (see above) in the Irisll context and 

particularly in relation to the hospit",-l stuuier]. 

( i) 1\ reluctance by laboratory staff to question the risin,) 

\Hor}~lou.d: 7his sterns firstly from a corn-moll asslllllption on 

the part of many laborator,' staff that ",-II reqLle~sttl iJre 

clinically Ilecessary. Seconc.lly the continuous effort 

involvec] in ejuestion; n9 the reasons for requests tene]s to rende 

such a policy hi')hly unattractive couplee] wi til the 'Jeneral 

bad feeling .,hich "'- cri t.rc'll appro",-ch tene1s to engcrle]er. 

L;wtly some l'lborat0ry mana,)ers have a vestee'] int"rr~st in an 

expan,linC] workloand as it is a strong supportinC] argument for 
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addi tional sti1 ((. e<Juiplllent etc. For the Vl\)oratories 

include!j, in the stucJy it ilp!H1;jred to be only in very 

exceptional circulllstances thilt a pilrticul,:tr request 

querierl. At the Silme time it ''''lS foumj that there 

',i, ~~ 

'.voul\~}!1 be 
-.'".-';: 

ifi d', very 

lli~h level of H~are'lesu. particulArly a,nony senior staff~ of 
-,:.: 

the clinical usefulness of pArticular test and the non

<Iuestiollin<) apt'roach is by an,l l;,.r<)e just another sy,of'torn of 

the <)eneral liick of communication between labor<ltories and 

doctors. 

(ii) Poor critical evalilation of new tests: Over the !1c3St deca(lc 

test ranges in most labori3.tories huve altered signiEicaatly 

due to the addition of n,," tests an'l to some extent to the 

deletion of otller tests. fim ... ever. there can he a tendency 

to accept nm ... tests \o/ithout adc'1uute technical ancl clinici3.l 

evaluation llhatever about bein<) "ble to justi fy the 

introduction of the ne'''' test on economic <)rounrls. 

the introduction of Ilew tests the i!nportdflt considerations 

should be ilS follo\O/s: firstly i3 tilere a genuine rle':1an.j for, 

the test; if it is to re~lace an older test is it sut'erior 

on balance antI/or hilS it been thoroughly eVuIu3- te,l; it is to 

be kept in mind thi3.t intro,1uction of a test previously sent 

to an ou'tside laboratory, automa tically increases ,the rJe;;)anc1 

for the 'test'sim,;ly on the grounds of easier availability. 

In the lil1,oratories visi~ed durin) the study attitu,.1es to'Narcls 

test ranges were found to be 100st critical in tha routine 

.general laboratories and least critical in the specialised 

laboratories. 

(iii) Poor communication between clinicians and laboratories: This 

is caused by an ~rray of factors including tll~ <)eogra9hical 

separc1tion 'oE laboratorias frolll \J3r']s which tenc1s to militate 

a~Ainst direct laboratory-dOctor contact. In adrlition the 

uncommunicative ilttitu<]e of many clinicians to the so called 

's~rvicc (]el>artll1ents' and to Iloll-rnerlical staff gen~rally docs 

not help the situution. Thirrlly a he;wy \-lOrkloael in the 

labora tory of ten <loes not permit ade'luate time for ,1 i scussion 

between, <.loctors ant! thL! laboratory; Obviously over\)un]ened 

tloctors will not feel inclined towards ,liscussion either and 

are lOon, likely to <)0 ahead and order dubious tests an<1 as1, 
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question:; later. Of all the points mentioned as contriblJtin' 

to increasing (leman<l for tests this \~as found (luring the 

courSI! ·of th8 study to be the JOost import"nt anll also the are' 
l 

"/herd there is 'Jre'ltest gcope for i,nprovernent. In all of 

·the three hoopi·tals visited the level of cOlamunication betweel 

the laboratories anrl the doctors using them "ao very lOl~. 

The need for ilOf'rove<l co,nlllun ication can hardly be over 

emphasised since it is impossible to contem~late controlling 

test numbers v/itilout a serious degr..,e of cOlnmitment on the 

part of the doctors and this will only be arrived at via a 

t\~O ",ay feellback si tua tion bet\o/een doctor an(l la;)Oril tory. 

\/ilYS . and ,"cans of achieving t,1is \~ill be discussed in the 

final chapter. 

(iv) Shortage of high cillibre medical staff specialising in 

pilthology: 1\ shortage or lack of high calibre pathology 

medical staff ' . .JaS not apparent in the hospitals visit.e<l durin£ 

the course of the study. Ho· .... ever the point should he made 

that mellical staff associate:] Vii th the laboratories have a 

very important role to playas a professional link between 

the labora tories and the doctors ordering t11C t<,gts. The 

degree of familiarity of pathologists in th8 tllree h05~itals 

visited "it]) the work of the laboratory in general a['peared 

to vary a great deal. Familiaritj is probably greatest in 

St James Pathol01Y where the Pathologists ",or); in very close 

association with the technical staff and ~athologists in 

training spend long perio(ls "/or;~in3 in each of the 

laboratories. :Io"ever "'hat ha~!ler.s in very many hospitals 

is that patholo,]ists maintain little or no cont'lc.t .. lith many 

aspects of the daily work of the laboratory and as a result 

bec~ne out of touch Wit.]l developments in relation -to now tests 

altered methods, mo,lern equipment etc. This dissociation 

tentls to act as a barrier to good cOlnmunication between 

doctors and laboratories since many pathologists are not in 

il pogition to discuss test results or the effectivenes . ., an(l 

limitations of certain tests \~ith clinicians doubtful about 

results received froln the .lab.::>riltory or about a course of action 

in relation to a p"rticular patient. , 

(v) Insufficient critcal teaching at melJical undergraduate level: 

This point is closely tied in with the previous point but 

relates to the proper education of all doctors regar.1in') the 
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use of the laboratory services. It is vital that doctors 

in training are not only made familiar with the workings 

of the pathology laboratories in some detail but are also 

imbued with a highly critical approach towards their own 

use of the laboratory services. There is an old maxim on 

the sUbject of this last point which unfortunately not 

many doctors seem to apply in practice i.e. 'before 

ordering a test decide what you will 'do if it is, (a) 

positive (b) negative, and if both answers are the same 

don't do the test' (Cochrane, 1972). In other words 

doctors on graduation do not in general appear to be 

convinced of the idea that a test result should affect a 

management decision concerning the patient. As an 

illustration of this point a paper published recently in 

the Irish Medical Journal showed that of 371 haematology 
'--'-:r'~ 

tests in two hospitals although 44% of the tests showed 

some abnormality, in only 8.6% was this reflected in 

patient management (Ajeel and HcCormick 1984). As a 

logical progression from a more critical approach doctors 

in training should be encouraged to establish direct 

contact with laboratory staff and to make use of their 

expertise concerning the technical limitations and even 

the clinical usefulness of certain tests. This type of 

consultative attitude towards the laboratories on the part 

of the doctors is becoming more and more necessary on 

account of the rapid technical advances in test methods, 

the expansion of test ranges, the replacement of old tests 

with new tests' etc. No doctor can expect to be fully 

conversant with current laboratory tests and methods given 

the rapid rate of progress and change. 

4.5 Future Developments 

As discussed in previous sections the pathology services in 

general have developed at a very rapid pace in recent years both 

in terms of the technology employed in laboratories and overall 

volume of tests perfomred. The. numbers of tests performed and 

new tests introduced have increased exponentially. The quality, 

in both accuracy and precision, o~ most test methods is greatly 

improved. Many hospitals which a decade ago had a very limited 

pathology service now possess quite sophisticated laboratories 

while many of the larger hospitals ,hav,e developed highly 
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specialise(] la\)ori.tOl:ie:>, in a(lr]ition to their routine pathology 

laboratories, which IJrovi(le il spccii'l.list service useu by ("i-II1Y 

other hosl'itrlls. Ilith al.l of thl>; in mind , ... hat can \-'e: 5ay about 
/ 

possible I future ,levelopments in the pathology ,;ervic.e~? One thin'_ 

that is certain is that patholo']y automation will beco:n'" 

increasingly sophisticilted p~rforming ,aany ,nore tests Clt much 

,]rC!<lter speel]s. 7he likelihood is that laboratory technolo,]y 

will mOve away from high throughput non-selective machines such 

as the S:IAC (see section 2.1); a utomu tion of the future is 1 i~e ly 

to be hi']lIly selective and capable of performing a very large 

range of tests using tiny volumes of reagents. 

On top of the increased sophistication at the level of chemical 

processin:; there will certainly be hu']e stri<1es f'lilde on the 

inforIHtion processing side in labor'ltories with the yrol ... ing use 

of computerisation. "s lYell as addinJ to increased spe!,(] anc] 

efficiency in the IJeneral operation of the laboratory, computers 

should also help to eli:ninate many of the te(lious cleric"l 

functions (possibly to replace the", with equally tedious key 

punch oper'1ting functions). It is li:'(e1y that computerisation 

will affect all stages of the test process fror:1 the re'luesting 

of the test by the doctor to cOiolputing ti1e test results to 

reportin'] the results, to r:taintainin~ recor']s. ,lith il 

comprehensi ve compllter sys tem the doctor -.-,i 11 be ao1e to order 

a test clirectly throu']h the computer "hich will print the request 

in the lac.oratory or include the request on a iJrinted -, ... or;~sheet 

along with other test requests. 7he computer may also be used 

to interpret the raw data from the analyser and to aSGociate the 

test result with the p<ltient cietails. 7he test results <llong 

'Nith patient names, number etc. may then be printe,1 out in. the 

hospi tal '-'a rd. ~he overall effect will be to minimise 

turnarc.)untl time between request an(l result. In ilclclitioll 

cOlnpuL~rs muy be involved in miscellaneous functions such <IS 

monitoring quality control durin'] and between test run", control 

of Gtoc!-;s, (nonit::>ring the laboratory budget and most importantly 

holdin'J anI] retrievinJ records of ?aGt tests. 

1\5 the sophistication of laboratory automation ami the UGe of 

co(nputers increase tile likelihood i" that the dCJaanu for 'lll<.llifie,l 

laboro.ltory technicians will slO\I UO"1I1 consil]erably si,n,>ly because 
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lil\)oriJtory ,,":ork 'dill beco,nc less l<lbour intensive. Concomi tilntl~ 

il cle;;lillld will proba1)ly ilrise for computer perBollnel prcclominantly 

at keypunch operator l,~vcl to work in a"soci.:.tion \-/ith the 

labor·atory. It is lilcely that the "hole i.1r,~a of st<lffinCj needs 

in laboratoricg "/ill chan,]e ra..Jically over the cOOlin,] y·~arg. 

In addition. to chaoCjes in automation, computerisation etc. 

laboratories are likely to Vlitness another rJevelopment in the 

very near future amI this is a move a,my fro," laboratory 

processing tOl-/ards testing closer to the p<ltient. This trend 

beCjan sOme time a')o with the perforr:la:1ce of so!ne very simple 

non quantitative tests on the hos,Jital , ... ard. l1or'e recently a 

number of intensive care wards have become equipped witll 

relatively sophisticated machines capable of performin,] one or 

more tests Vlhich may be needed very ur,]ently. 7his 

phenomenon has beco,ne knoVln as • beels ille chemi s try' antl is 

likely to 'lro'. ... consiclera1)ly in. the co;niWI years. Al though such 

a development "/ill be of gredt benefit to doctor anll p<ltient 

p~rticularly in the case of acute conditions there are likely 

to be SOme. unc1esiral)leside effects alol)cj · .... ith it. rIost 

importantly tl~ere is likely to be a substantial increase in 

the number of tests carriell out due to the talinguishin'J of 

much of the inl1irect control on test numb,~rs ,,,hich existed 

~/hile the t'~sts ",en~ performed in the laboratoLY. In 

addition the instruenentation for bed~ide Chemistry will 

probably be designed to process one speci,ocn at a time '''''eich 

",ill l~ake ther.! quite expensive to run. HO'dever adrlitional 

costs may possi.bly be offset to some extent by savin]s in 

laboratory staff requirements. particularly in payments to 

sti'lff for services outside nor;'lo3.l hours. A further possihle 

side effect is a 10· .... delJree of quality control, i'I situ'ltion 

very likely to 'prevuil if the machine is not relJularly 

attended by' a suitably qualified tecllnician. If nachines are 

continually ne']lect.~ .. l and not given re'Jular llasic mainten;:,nce 

they wi 11 inevi tabl:! incur SU,)S tantial ad<li tional costs '1S 

visits by service cl1,]ineers Co.:lll be cxp/!nsive. Finally then 

it is to be recommenderl that if the uvail'J.bility of bedsi'le 

chemistry is to increan~ it shoulrl do so under the supervision 

and guidance of th'! Pathol09yDepartment. Laboratory staff 

should be responsible for r"''Julilr maintenance of eC1uipmellt 

situatecj outside the laboratol'Y and for overall quality control. 
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5 MAJOR RECOMMENDATtONS 
:' . 

5.1 Automation 

The type of automation used by a given laboratory appears to have an important 

influence on the pattern and level of demand for tests. However, in general 

the nature and strength of this influence can ,be controlled to a large degree, 

by effective laboratory management. As shown in previous chapters the Sr1AC 

can dictate a specific ordering pattern to the doctors requesting the tests 

and has the effect 6f increasing the number of tests likely to be ordered 

on a given patient or blood specimen. At the same time if laboratory policy 

was to discourage profile requesting this effect could be controlled. Such 

a move would necessitate restruc,turing the request form so that doctors are 

forced to se.1 ect each i ndi vidua 1 tes t requi red. 

Obviously the equipment selected and used by laboratories is of vital 

importance to their effici~nt and effectiv~ operation. In addition the 

running and maintenance of automated equipment make up a ,very substantial 

proportion of current costs in laboratories. For these reasons the 

Department would be well advised to take an active interest in the selection 

of laboratory automation. More particularly it would be very usefu1~ to 
;, 

establish general guidelines, to aid selection, in consultation with' medical 

1 aboratory represen ta ti ves and poss i b 1y other interested groups. Such 

guidelines would be related to workloads, staff numbers, size and layout 

of laboratories etc. 

Closely related to the establishing of equipment selection guidelines is 

the availability of workload statistics in individual laboratories. 

However, as discussed previously, there is a widespread lack of uniformity 

in the recording of laboratory workload statistics with some laboratories 
;-
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recording test numbers, others recording specimen numbers and so on. In 

order to get over this problem it should be possible to agree on a system 

of workload units which would replace present systems and enable the 

Department to accura tely compare workloads betl-/een 1 abora tori es . 

. 5.2 Centralization of Planning 

The importance of coordinated planning in the development of pathology 

services cannot be over-emphasized. The fragmentation of laboratory 

services will inevitably lead to additional costs as 11ell as creating 

other administrative problems. 

Coordination is also important in the case of smaller regional laboratories. 

The centralization of testing procedures can be successful in a limited 

form ~/here one laboratory carries out one or more non-urgent tests for a 

number of other laboratories in the same region. This would suit cases 

where the expense involved in setting up testing facilities for one 

hospital alone could not be justified. The basic criteria for such 

an arrangement should be firstly that the tests involved are never of 

an urgent nature and secondly that the numbers requested in each of the 

hospitals making use of the service should be relatively small . 
. . :""' ...... 

5.3 Cost Control 

The measures suggested in the previous two sections are related directly 

or indirectly to cost control. However, effective laboratpry management 

also has a role to play. One measure ~/hich is strangly recorranended is the 

allocation of a laboratory budget annually and placing control of the budget· 

in the hands of the technical head of the laboratory. Obviously this is 

not something which should be rushed into and for the first year at least 
.... d_ 

control of the laboratory budget would best be a joint exercise beb/een 

the laboratory and administrative staff of the hospital. 
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As an aid to effective laboratory management senior laboratory staff, 

particularly in larger laboratories should be encouraged to complete a 

formal course in laboratory management. 

5.4 Staff 

If an effective system of workload units is introduced one of its primary 

uses \~il1 be in estimating staff numbers and grades required by laboratories. 

However, use of a workload units system in this regard will be hampered by 

the present arrangement whereby the Depa rtment recogn i ses two di s ti nct 

grading structures in medical laboratories i.e. scientific grades with 

degree qualification and technical grades with diplomas in Medical 

Laboratory Science. In the majority of laboratories there is no distinction 

regarding duties between equivalent grades in the two structures. In 

laboratories where equivalent grades are actually aSSigned different duties 

on the basis of qualification, frustration and dissatisfaction usually, 

ensue on one or both sides. Distinctions between the two qualifications 

will become even more artificial in the near future when the Medical 

Laboratory Sciences Diploma is upgraded to degree status. It would seem 

appropriate and usefu.l at this stage to investigate the possibility of. 

creating a new grading structure which would embrace.the two structures 

presently recognised. 

5.5 General 

If the ever increasing level of demand for tests is to be controlled it is 

essential that action is also taken at the level of the source of the demand 

i.e. doctors. It is very important to heighten doctors' awareness of 

pathology costs. In general doctors must be discoUl'aged from using the 
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laboratory as a source of data which is not likely to have any effect on 

patient treatment. In particular consultant doctors need·to maintain a 

critical attitude towards the requesting of tests by their junior doctors 

in order to encourage intelligent use of the laboratory by their staff. 

Requesting unnecessary tests should be frowned upon just as strongly as 

failure to request necessary or useful tests. 

5.6 . Summary of Recommendations 

The major recommendations are as follows: 

1 The requesting of test profiles by doctors should be actively 

·discouraged. 

2 The Department would be advised to reach agreement with medical 

laboratory representatives on a workload units system on a 

discipline by discipline basis. 

place to start. 

Biochemistry would be a good 

3 General guidelines could be. established, again in consultation 

with .laboratory representatives, to aid the selection of laboratory 

automation. 

4 Individual hospitals should be encouraged to centralize the in-

hospital pathology services under one administration. 

5 The practice of one laboratory carrying out certain specialized 

testing procedures for a number of other laboratories in the same 

region should be developed. 

-.: 
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6 The laboratory budget ~Iould be more effectively. administered if 

placed under the control of the techni cal ·laboratory head. 

7 It is recommended that the Department investigate the possibility 

of recognising a single staff grading structure in medical 

laboratories. 

.. 8 Improvi ng the 1 eve 1 of communi cati on betVleen doctors and 1 abora tori es 

wi 11 .he 1 p s 1 O~I the growth in demand for tes ts. See Chapter 4. 

* * * ., 
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